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NEED FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

Effective communication is an important life skill that helps us to better understand and connect with
people around us. It allows us to build respect and trust,resolve differences and foster environments
where problem solving,caring ,affection and creative ideas can thrive. Lack of effective communication
inadvertently leads to conflict and frustration in both professional and personal relationships.

6 reasons why effective communication should be a focus in your business

1. Builds and maintains relationships

2. Facilitates innovation.

3. Builds an effective team.

4. Managing employees.

5. Contributing to the growth of the company.

6. Ensures transparency.

LEVELS OF COMMUNICATION

We communicate with one another on many different levels.
1. Verbal communication
2. Non verbal communication
3. Inter personal
4. Intra personal
5. Public
6. Mass communication

Some aids in communication are

1. Use of symbols in the form of spoken words to transmit message.

2. Use of symbols other than words to transmit message.

3. Communication we have with other people. This varies from highly impersonal to extremely
personal.

4. Its also called self talk or thinking. It refers to the way we communicate with ourselves.

5. Refers to the public speeches we deliver in front of the audience.
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6. Refers to any kind of media that is used to communicate with mass audience.

FLOW OF COMMUNICATION

The flow of communication can be
1) One way
2) Two way

One Way

One way communication is linear and limited because it occurs in a straight line from sender to
receiver and serves to inform,persuade and command. Information is only transmitted from one point
to another or many points simultaneously. There is no reception of information at the transmitting
point and no transmission of information from a receiving point. One way communication is used to
transmit current information and accurate time and frequency signals,as well as radio and television
broadcasting.
Eg : At press agencies,weather service etc.

Two Way

Two way communication refers to the communication between two or more parties. There will be a
constant flow of information back and forth between the sender and the receiver leading to an enhanced
message processing. Two way communication is further classified as :-

1) One To One

One to one communication will have only one sender and one receiver and message flow happens
between these parties alone.

2) One To Many

It will have one sender broadcasting messages to multiple recipients.

3) Many To One

It will have many senders broadcasting messages to one recipient.

Some of the most important types of direction in formal communication are:-
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1) Downward

It is process of communication directed from upper level to lower level. Such communication is for in-
structions,orders,advices etc.So downward communication is directive naturally. It happens frequently
for keeping organisation functions smooth and active. It is also called as instruction type communica-
tion system.

Limitations:
a) Distortion/dilution
Quite often the communication originating at the highest level gets distorted or diluted on the way to
lower levels. It has to be ensured that the receiver fully understands the instructions which requires
an efficient feedback system.
b) Delay
It often becomes time consuming. The more the levels the greater the chances of delay.

2) Upward

Its function is to sent information,suggestions,complaints and grievances of lower level workers to the
managers above. It is therefore more participative in nature. It does not happen as frequently as
downward communication. Upward communication is treated as consultative management.

Limitations:
a) Psychological
b) Hierarchical

3) Lateral or Horizontal

This type of communication can be seen taking place between persons operating at the same level or
working under the same executive.

Limitations:
a) Fear of infringement
b) Resistance to compliance.

LANGUAGE IN COMMUNICATION

Language is the ability to acquire and use complex systems of communications,particularly the human
ability to do so and a language is any particular example of such a system.

a) Language is the primary vehicle of communication.
b) Language reflects both the personality of the individual and the culture of the society.
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USE OF LANGUAGE IN COMMUNICATION

Language has some functions based on some view points.

* Through the speakers viewpoint language has personal or emotive functions.Through language
the speaker shows his/her emotions.

* From the listeners viewpoint it has directive or instrumental function.

* From the contacts between the speaker and listeners viewpoint it has interactive and interpersonal
functions.

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION

Language is a purely human and non instructive method for communicating ideas,emotions and desires
by means of voluntarily produced symbols.

Human language and communication has the following properties :
Displacement,arbitrariness,productivity,cultural transmission,discreteness and duality. Sign language
provided a stepping stone. Then gestures became conventionalised and were accompanied by sounds.
Sounds became more important in the long run. Gesture language is not universal but can be picked
up more quickly and easily than speech.

For communication to be effective the speaker and listener must share a common language. Adequate
knowledge of the language,basic communication skills and fluency are required to properly convey and
interpret any topic. It is always easier to speak in your mother tongue which brings us to one major
barrier. Communication is basically defined as the act or process of using words,sounds,signs or be-
haviours to express or exchange information or to express your ideas,thoughts,feelings to someone else.

An effective communication process

1. Uses standard terminology while communicating information.

2. Request and provide clarification when needed.

3. Ensure statements are direct and unambiguous.

4. Inform the appropriate individuals when the mission plans change.

5. Communicate all information needed by those individuals or teams external to the team.

6. Use non verbal communication appropriately.

7. Use proper order when communicating information.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE LANGUAGE

a) Concrete and specific.
b) Concise.
c) Familiar.
d) Precise and clean.
e) Constructive
f) Appropriately formal.

FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE

From the speakers viewpoint language is personal or emotive

From the listeners viewpoint It has directive or instrumental function.

ELEMENTS OF COMMUNICATION

1. Stimulus
2. The source
3. The receiver
4. The message
5. The medium
6. The channel
7. Feedback
8. Noise

TYPES OF COMMUNICATION

1. Verbal communication
2. Posture
3. Appearance
4. Gesture
5. Eye Contact
6. Speech production
7. Non verbal communication
8. Writing
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SIGNIFICANCE OF TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Technical communication plays an important role in an organization. All managerial and adminis-
trative activities involve communication. Technical communication servers a number of purposes in
engineering and other technical fields.

* It is a way of facilitating communication about projects and ideas throughout the industry.

* It is important in documenting discoveries,design,products and methodologies.

* It helps to convey information about the field to non-technical people and external agencies for
the purpose of support,administration and funding.

* It provides information for end users so that they can understand and enjoy the resulting processes
and products.

TYPES OF BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION

There is always a possibility of misunderstanding the feeling of the sender of the message or getting a
wrong meaning in it.

1) Badly expressed message : This barrier is created because of wrong sequence of words i.e wrong
choice of words and frequent repetitions.

2) Symbol or words with different meaning.

3) Faulty translations.

4) Non clarified assumptions.

5) Technical jargon .

6) Body language and gesture decoding.

7) Psychological or emotional barriers.

a) Premature evaluation of speech.

b) Lack of attention.

c) Loss by transmission and poor retention.
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d) Distrust.

8) Organisational barriers.

a) Organisational policies.

b) Rules and regulations.

c) Status division into many categories on the basis of their levels.

d) Complexity in organisational structure.

e) Organisational facilities absence.

9) Personal barriers.

a) Barriers related to superiors.

b) Barriers related to subordinates.

Strategies for Overcoming Language Barriers

1. Speak slowly and clearly.

Focus on clearly enunciating and slowing down your speech. Even if you are pressured for time,
do not rush through your communication. Doing so often takes more time, as miscommunication and
misunderstanding can result and you will ultimately have to invest additional time in clearing up the
confusion.

2. Ask for clarification.

If you are not 100% sure you have understood what others say, politely ask for clarification. Avoid
assuming you have understood what is been said.

3. Frequently check for understanding.
Check both that you have understood what is been said and that others have fully understood you.
Practice reflective listening to check your own understanding and use open-ended questions to check
other peoples understanding. Ask, ’what’s your understanding of this process?’ instead of ’is that
clear?’
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4. Avoid idioms.

Business language is often contextual, and therefore culture specific. For example, in the US, baseball
terms are used extensively: Straight off the Bat, Ballpark figures, Out in left field, Touch base, Strike
a deal. As a good general rule, if the phrase requires knowledge of other information be it a game or
metaphor recognize that this may make your communication more difficult to be understood.

5. Be careful of jargon.

Watch the use of TLAs (Three Letter Abbreviations) and other organizational language that may
not be understood by others. If you use them, provide in parentheses a description of what these are
so others can learn to use the same language you do.

MISCOMMUNICATION

Miscommunication is a general term that denotes all kinds of problems that may occur in dialogue.For
example, speakers may produce ambiguous referring expressions, use fragmentary utterances which can
only be understood assuming a certain common ground between the speakers, and may use extremely
reduced phonetic realization of utterances. These are all different ways of increasing efficiency and
introducing risk there is always the possibility that listeners will not interpret them correctly. However,
it may not be worth the effort to produce unambiguous expressions and canonical pronunciations, if
the intended messages usually are interpreted correctly or if it is easy to diagnose and correct the
problem when they are not.

There are different ways of analysing miscommunication phenomena. A common distinction is made
between misunderstanding and non-understanding. Misunderstanding means that the listener obtains
an interpretation that is not in line with the speaker’s intentions. If the listener fails to obtain any
interpretation at all, or is not confident enough to choose a specific interpretation, a non-understanding
has occurred. One important difference between non-understandings and misunderstandings is that
non understandings are noticed immediately by the listener, while misunderstandings may not be
identified until a later stage in the dialogue. Some misunderstandings might never be detected at
all. The same utterance may, of course, give rise to both misunderstanding and non understanding,
that is, parts of an utterance may be misunderstood while others are not understood. Successful
communication may be referred to as correct understanding or just understanding . Misunderstanding
and correct understanding are similar in that the listener chooses a specific interpretation and assumes
understanding, which is not the case for non understanding.

A second way of analysing miscommunication is by the action level with which the problem is
associated. Both Allwood (1992) and Clark (1996) make a distinction between four levels of action
that take place when a speaker is trying to communicate something to a listener. The authors use
different terminologies, but the levels are roughly equivalent. The terminology used here is a synthesis
of their accounts. Suppose speaker A proposes an activity for listener B, such as answering a question
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or executing a command. For communication to be successful, all these levels of action must succeed
(listed from higher to lower).

LISTENING

The barriers to listening and how to develop effective listening skills

some times we encounter people in our lives to whom we feel perfectly comfortable telling a story
without much reservations.this could be due to a bold attitude or it would be due to how we feel about
the other person.

how we feels about the other person depends on a large number of factors, namely hoe they listen,
how they respond and how they behave.

However in certain cases the conversation does not last long.This could be due to certain barrier
to listening which are explained in detail.

Barriers to listening

now a days more attention is usually aid to making peoples better speakers or writers than on making
them better listeners or readers.The easiest ,most direct way to improve communication is by learning to
listen more effectively.In fact ,nearly every aspect of human life would be improved by better listening.8
common barriers to good listening are below

1.Knowing the answer

This means you already know the speakers future words before she actually finishes saying it.You might
then impatiently cut her off or to complete the sentence for her.even more disruptive is interrupting
her by saying that you disagree with her but without letting her finish saying that what it is that you
think you disagree with.This can cause a discussion to get heated, and thus get d quickly ,no one like
this at all.

* strategy to overcome this barrier
1 wait for three seconds after the speaker finishes,before beginning your replay.
2 alternatively schedule a session during which only one person speaks while the other listen.The

roles are then switched during the other session.
3 make a commitment to learn atleast one unexpected,worthwhile thing during every conversation

2.Trying to be helpful

This may look beneficial ,but it actually interferes with listening because he is then thinking about
how to solve what he provides to be the speakers problem.Consequently he misses what the speaker is
actually saying

* strategy to overcome this barrier
1 schedule a separate session for giving advice
2 Alternatively ,politely ask if you may offer what you see as possible solution
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3.Tracking discussion as competition

some people feel that agreeing with the speaker during a heated discussion is a sign of weakness
1 avoid discussing her statement completely
2 Be generous with the speaker

4.Trying to listen to more than one conversation at a time

* strategy to overcome this barrier
this include being on the phone ,having the TV, radio ON while attempting to listen to some one

speaks
* strategy to overcome this problem
Turn off all the potential distractions

5.Distracted by appearance

You find the speaker attractive or unattractive and you pay more attention to how you feel about the
speakers appearance than to what they are saying

* strategy to overcome this problem
push aside all internal prejudices against him

6.lack of interest in topic

7.feeling unwell thirsty

8.Prejudice and ideas or bias

BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE LISTENING

There are some barriers for listening,which will affect the listening process

1)Environmental barrier
2)Psychological barrier
3)Language problem
4)Non-verbal distractions
5)Thought speed
6)Linguistic barrier
7)Physiological barriers
8)Content barrier
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Environmental Barrier

It make us switch off from what is being said and allow our mind temporarily concentrate on or
surroundings:

1)The room is too hot or too cold
2)The chair is uncomfortable
3)The lighting too bright or dim
4)Bad ventilation
5)Noise
6)Smells
7)Sights
8)Smoky atmosphere...

Psychological Barrier

Emotional states affects effective listening and understanding.It consists of thoughts and feelings
that people from listening to what is said.

Eg:
Anger
Own anxiety
Frustration
Status Difference
Prejudice

Language problem

For effective listening language is important than words. Better to use simple words and avoid
unfamiliar words to avoid grammar mistake.

Non-verbal Distractions

Symbols posses different meanings in different countries.

Thought Speed

If the Question is : 5+3....
Listener ans : 5+3=8
But the actual question is... 5+3*2=?.......... This is due to the listeners thought speed that is faster
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than the speakers expression speed.

Linguistic Barrier

Linguistic barrier derived from speaker and make it difficult for them to be listened to.

Eg:
Inappropriate tone
Too fast delivery
Too slow delivery
Too Loud delivery
Too quiet delivery
Complex sentences
Complex vocabulary
Hesistant manner

Physiological Barriers

Physical condition of listener can affect concentration and restrict the amount of information taken.

Eg:
Headache
Hearing Impairment
Discomfort
Pain
Illness
Poor eyesight

Content Barrier

If the communication from speaker is not properly clear to listener it is also be a barrier to the listener

Eg:
Non interesting subject
Speaker goes on for too long
Speaker says what we do not want to hear
We have heard it all before
Content is too difficult/simplistic
Content is repetitious
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TECHNICAL WRITING

Difference between Technical and Literary writing

Technical writing and literary writing are two important styles used by writers depending on the
subject matter, purpose and intended audience. The main difference between technical and literary
writing is that , technical writing is for a particular field. Let us briefly analyse these two writing styles
before discussing difference between technical and literary writing.

Literary writing

Literary writing is a style of writing that is used in creative and literary work. This is a style of writing
that is used in fiction. Eg: include poems, novels, short stories, drama etc.

The most significant difference of literary writing with other style of writing uses many literary
figures.

Observe the following stanza:

I wondered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er values and hills.
When all at once I saw a crowd
A host, of golden daffodils
Beside the lake, beneath the trees
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.

(First stanza from William Wordsworth Daffodils)

Technical writing

Technical writing is a style of writing that is used in delivering technical information regarding a
particular subject. Here the intended audience should have a certain knowledge about the subject in
ordered to understand the technical jargon and the meaning of the text. Technical writing is the style
of writing that is mostly observed in non-fiction.

Examples are essays, manuals, reports etc. The style of writing is direct and simple. If we were
to express the idea conveyed in the above poem in technical writing, we should simply say that the
narrator was walking alone, when he saw a patch of daffodils near the lake.

Difference

Definition

Technical writing: Technical writing is a process of managing technical information in a way that allow
people to take actions.
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Literary writing: Literary writing is a creating innovative, creative work, such as poems or novels or
volumes of creative work.

Purpose

Technical writing: Written to inform, instruct the readers about a certain thing.
Literary writing: Written to entertain, amuse readers.

Language

Technical writing: The language used in technical writing is direct, factual and straight-forward.
Literary writing: The language used in literary writing is creative, imaginative and uses literary
techniques like hyperbola, personification, smilies, etc.

Appeal

Technical writing: Technical writing appeals to the mind
Literary writing: Literary writing appeals to emotions.

Structures

Technical writing: Technical writing has technical vocabulary simple sentences, impressional objective
tone
Literary writing: Literary writing have complex sentence structures and linguistic aspects like dialects,
ambiguity.

Audience

Technical writing: Technical writing is written for those whose knowledgeable about particular area.
Literary writing: Literary writing for general readers.

Technical writing is a specialised form of writing. Its goal is to help readers use technology or to
understand a process , product to concept. Often these processes products or concepts are complex
but need to be expressed in a much simpler reader-friendly form.

Accuracy: The information and the interpretation of data that you present must be accurate. If
most of your readers will question the credibility of the content. Be careful to clearly differentiate
between fact and opinion and to accurately cite references to other works.

Brevity: Strive to find the balance between the amount of information presented and the time
needed to read the document.

Sentence length: Generally, complex or unfamiliar concepts are best presents in shorter sentences.
This will give readers time to digest small pieces of information before moving on to next.

Paragraph: The age old rule about one topic per paragraph is a useful grade. That doesn’t mean
that you canhave onlu one topic in each paragraph make for clear, logical writing.
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Reader continuity: You are writing for them to understand your work.
Keep these elements and other principles in mind as you undertake your technical writing works.

LETTER WRITING

Letters are to be written for any works,official as well as unofficial. Types of letters are mainly classified
as formal and informal. Further classification:

•Business letters
•Friendly letters
•Apology letters
•Invitation letters and so on.....

Letter writing is an essential skill. Despite the prevalence of emails and text messages, everyone
has to write letters at some point. Letters of complaint,job applications,thank you letters are also
some type of letters that we might have to write at some point of our life. Letter writing also improves
communication,social and handwriting skills, and teaches us what we need to know about writing and
structuring letters.

The format for a formal letter is as follows:

From address
.............
.............
.............

Date

To address
.............
.............
.............

Salutation,

Subject: The entire content summary in one line
..............
.............. (BODY OF LETTER)
..............

Yours faithfully/truly
Name
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Useful points to be noted

A. Formal and informal letters

It should consist of:
a) An appropriate greeting
b) An introduction clearly stating t reason you are waiting
c) Main body in which t subject is developed
d) A final paragraph in which the entire topics are sum up
e) An appropriate ending

B.Letters of complaints(included in formal)

Paragraph 1 :- Introduction:Reason for writing
Paragraph 2-3 :- Complaint(s) and justification
Final Paragraph :- Suggested action to be taken

C. Letters of apology

• A letter of apology can be either formal or informal. It can be written when someone has made
a mistake,has failed to perform a duty or is not able to fulfil a promise.

• The main body contains reasons for inconvenience caused.

• The final paragraph can b used to express your hope to improve the situation or to promise to
make up for any problems that have been caused.

D. Letters for invitation

Letters of invitation can be formal or informal depending on the situation and who we are writing
to. They usually contain some additional information, for example latest news, description of the
event(party,wedding,...), place(hotel,house...) and or directions to the place. Paragraph 1: Reason to
invite
Paragraph 2-3: Details/directions
Final paragraph:- Closing remarks

E. Letters of Application

• It is important to include only the information that is relevant and to use a suitable style, formal
or semi formal.

• First paragraph mentions the reasons for writing. It can also include the name of the job/course
you are applying for and where you saw it advertised.

• The main body paragraphs can include: what you are doing now ,what work experience you
have, your academic qualification and the personal qualities which make you suitable for the job
or course
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• In your final paragraph you can : summarise the points in main body, thank the person for
considering your application, request the person to consider you for the job/cause, mention the
possibility for further communication, present tenses are normally used but some past tenses can
be used to describe your past experience. You may also use future construction

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION

Non-verbal communications involves those stimuli in a communication setting that are generated by
both the source and his or her size of environment and that have potential message value for the source
or receiver. Basically, it is sending and receiving messages in a variety of ways without the use of verbal
codes (words). It is both intentional and unintentional. Most speakers or listeners are not conscious
of this. It includes kinesics but is not limited to :

• Touch

• Glance

• Eye contact

• Volume

• Vocal nuance

• Proximity

• Gestures

• Facial expressions

• Intonation

• Dress

• Postures

• Smell

• Word choice and Syntax

• Sounds (para languages)
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Broadly speaking, there are two basic categories of non-verbal language:

• Non-verbal message produced by the body

• Non-verbal message produced by the broad settings (time, space, silence)

Why is non-verbal communication important?

Basically, Non-verbal Communication is one of the key aspects of communication ( and especially
important in a high-context culture). It has multiple functions:

• Use to repeat the verbal message (eg: point in a direction while stating directions).

• Often used to accent a verbal message ( eg: Verbal indication by tone the actual meaning of the
specific word).

• Often complement the verbal message but also may contradict. Eg: a nod reinforces a positive
message (among Americans); a wink may contradict a stated positive message.

• Regulate interactions (non-verbal cues convey where the other person should speak or not speak)

• May substitute for the verbal message ( especially if it is blocked by noise, interruption,etc)- ie,
gestures ( finger to lips to indicate need to quiet), facial expressions (ie, a nod instead of a yes).

Note the implication of the proverb : ” Action speak louder than words”. In essence, this underscores
the importance of non-verbal communication is especially significant in the inter cultural situations.
Probably non-verbal inferences account for typical difficulties in communication.

Cultural Differences in Non-verbal Communication

General Appearances and Dress

All cultures are concerned of how they look and make judgements, based on looks and dress. Americans,
for instance, appear almost obsessed with dress and personal attractiveness. Consider different cultural
strands on what is attractive in dress and on what constitutes modesty. Note ways dress is used as a
of status.

Body Movements

We send information on attitude towards person (facing or leaning towards another), emotional status
(tapping fingers) and desire to control the environment (moving towards or away from a person). More
than 700,000 possible motions we can make- so impossible to categorize them all. But just need to
aware the body movements and position in a key ingredient in sending messages.
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Posture

Consider the following actions and note cultural differences:

• Bowing (not done, criticized, or affected in US, shows rank in Japan)

• Slouching (hude in most North-European areas)

• Hands in pocket ( disrespectful in Turkey)

• Sitting with legs crossed (offensive in Ghana, Turkey)

• Showing soles of feet (offensive in Thailand, Saudi Arabia)

• Even in US, there is a gender difference on acceptable postures.
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Gestures

Impossible to catalogue them all. But need to categorize:

• Incredible possibility and variety and,

• that are acceptable in one’s own culture may be offensive in another.

In addition, amount of gesturing varies from culture to culture. Some cultures are animated; others re-
strained. Restrained cultures often feel animated culture lack manners and overall restraint. Animated
culture often feel restrained cultures lack emotions or interest.

Facial Expressions

While some say that facial expressions are identical, meaning attached to them differs. Majority
opinions that there do have similar meanings world-wide with respect to smiling, crying , or showing
anger, sorrow, or disgust. However, the intensity varies from culture to culture. Note the following:

• Many Asian cultures suppress facial expressions as much as possible.

• Many Mediterranean (Latino/Arabic) cultures exaggerate grief or sadness while most American
men hide grief and sorrow.

• Some see animated expressions as a sign of lack control.

• Too much smiling is viewed as a sign of shallowness.

• Women smile more than men.

Eye Contact and Gaze

In USA, eye contact indicates degree of attention or interest; influences change or persuasion, regulate
interactions, communicates emotions, defines power and status, and has a central role in managing
impressions for others.

Western cultures see direct eye-to-eye contact as positive. But within USA, African-Americans use
more eye contact while talking and less while listening.

Arabic cultures make prolonged eye contact. It shows interest and help them understand truthful-
ness of the other person.

Japan, Africa, Latin Americans, Caribbean avoid eye contact to show respect.

Touch

Question: Why do we touch, where do we touch and what meaning we assign when someone else
touches us?

Basic answer: Touch is culturally determined. But each culture has a clear concept of what parts of
the body one may not touch. Basic message of touch is to affect or control, protect, support, disapprove
(ie hug, kiss, kick)

In USA, handshake is common(even for strangers).Hugs, kisses for those of opposite gender or
family on an increasingly more intimate basis. Note difference between Afro-Americans and Anglo s
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in USA. Most Afro-Americans touch on greeting but are annoyed if touched on the head (good boy,
good girl overtones).

Islamic cultures generally don’t approve of any touching between genders (even handshakes). But
consider such touching between same sex to be appropriate.

Basic pattern: Cultures (English, German, Scandinavian, Chinese, Japanese) with high emotional
restraint concept have little public touch; those which encourage emotions (Latino, Middle East, Jew-
ish) accept frequent touches.

Smell

USA fear of offensive natural smells (billion dollar industry to make objectionable odours with what
is perceived to be pleasant)- again connected with attractiveness concept.

Many other cultures consider natural body odours are normal (Arabic) Asian Cultures (Filipino,
Malay, Indonesian, Thai, Indian) stress frequent bathing and often criticize USA of not bathing enough.

Paralanguages

Vocal characterizers (laugh, cry,yell, moan, whine, belch, yawn). These send different messages in
different cultures (Japan: Giggling indicates embarrassment ; India : belch indicates satisfaction).
Vocal qualifiers( volume, pitch, rhythm, tempo and tone). Loudness indicate strength in Arabic
cultures and softness indicates weakness. Loudness indicates confidence and authority for Germans ;
indicates impoliteness to the Thais; indicates loss of control to the Japanese. Vocal segregates (uh-huh,
shh, uh, ooh, mmh, hum, eh, mah, lah). Segregates indicate formality, acceptance, assent, uncertainty.
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CHRONEMICS

Chronemics is the study of the role of time in communications. It is one of several subcategories of
the study of non-verbal communication. Other prominent subcategories include hap tic, kinesics etc.

Monochronic time

A monochronic time system means that things are done one at a time is segmented into precise, small
units. Under this system, time is scheduled, arranged and managed. The United states is considered
a monochonic society.

Polychronic time

A polychronic time system is a system where several things can be done at once, and a more fixed
approach is taken to scheduling time. Examples of polychronic behaviors include cooking food while
watching TV , browsing the internet while sitting in meetings.

INTERVIEW SKILLS

Interview is basically for a job seeker in which a potential employee is evaluated by an interviewer for
the perspective employment in the company, organisation or firm. During the interview the interviewer
determines all the aspects which the employee is required for that particular job.

1.Punctuality: Always be on time. This creates a good first impression on the interviewing officer.
”First impression is the best impression ”. Arriving on time or before time is quite good.

2.Dressing One of the major factors which creates a first impression. The general consensus amongst
the recruiter is that dressing to impress for the first job interview not only tells the interviews
you are serious about but also you are serious about yourself.

3. Body language: It also help in creating first impression .it includes how you talk, how you walk
and how you present yourself. It is a form of non verbal communication. Eye contact is also an
important part.

4. Way of presentation The way you talk. Use simple words for presentation. If you stuck some-
where you can use Hindi. Fluency is also an important factor.

5. Knowledge Employee must have knowledge about the field in which he/she is applying for. Always
get in touch with some external knowledge.

6. Confidence level All present yourself by making eye contact with the interviewer. Keep in mind
that don’ t be over confident. Confident level can be judged by walking , talking etc.

7. Sitting Posture You should have a proper sitting poster during the interview. When sitting put
both feet on the floor and lean slightly forward. Leaning backward will give an impression that
you are comfortable and may be towards the middle or end of the interview.
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How to Prepare for an Interview

Keep a small idea or information in which you are going to. This create a good impression as it
gives some positive effect on interviewing officer. Get in touch with current affairs and some general
topics. Speak with people who work in that particular company or institution. Make use of internet,
catalogues and other sources of information to find out as much as possible. Dressing is also one of the
major factor for the preparation of interview. Always try to be in formal dress code for a white collar
job interview. For the blue collar interview dressing is less formal as the company culture allows some
casual dress. It is still a good idea to dress in formal office gear for initial interviews. As a general rule
take extra care with your appearance for a job interview. Make sure your clothes are clean and ironed.
Wear clothes those are comfortable with you so that you can keep listening to what is being spoken
to you. Both men and women should go light on both fragrance and after shave. Interview questions
which are generally asked.

1. Tell me something about yourself?

2. What is the meaning of your name?

3. Where is your native place and tell me something about it.?

4. What are the population, language, important features, tourist places of your area?

5. What is your current occupation ?

6. What is your strength and weakness?

7. Why so you feel that you are perfect for this job.?

8. What motivates to do the best on your job. ?

9. Tell me about your ability to work under pressure. ?

10. What are your hobbies and why?

11. Did you choose your area of study or group of study by yourself or did you do by compulsion.?

12. What are the future prospects of yours. ?

GROUP DISCUSSION

Most of us know the importance of debate and group discussion as we see and taking part frequently
during college years. A debate is form of discussion where there are two speakers exchanging their ideas
on a subject or several public issues. Speakers are given the chance to speak as they counter the points
raised by the opposite side with the help of their arguments. Debates are meant to be constructive
through exchange of ideas but it is usually seen that speakers try to score brownie points over each
other as also to win over audience to win over audience making it a destructive debate. However the
basic purpose of debate is the healthy exchange of ideas and opinions.
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A group discussion is a discussion between participants on a chosen topic. Participants are allowed
to speak freely and there is actually a healthy exchange of ideas and opinions. It does not matter if a
person in group discussion taking position for or against the topic as long as he can justify the position
by reasoning. These days group discussion have become an important tool for selection of candidates
for an organisation as they reveal certain attributions in people that are otherwise very difficult to
identify.

• Debate is an argument and attack to win while group discussion is to exchange ideas and opinions
for a better understanding of a topic.

• In debate speakers take turn to present their views while in group discussion all participants can
discuss a topic presenting their without taking any turns.

• The views of all participants matter in a group discussion while in debate a speaker has to to
defend to attack or win. Group discussion is constructive and cooperative whereas debate can
be destructive too.

Following are some of the things which you take care of to succeed in GD.

Read veraciously: Make a habit of reading veraciously on every subject. This will keep you ready
for any topic for a GD.

Initiate the discussion: Most of us have the misconception that initiating a discussion would give
you an advantage over others. It does give you an advantage only if you know the subject well.
Otherwise it is a disadvantage.

Speak politely and pleasantly: You should be audible and clear. Even if you disagree with others
point of view disagree politely.

Acquire and apply knowledge: Stay attentive to the ideas that is put forward by other group
members and keep writing the important points discuss during the GD as you get chance to
speak.

Speak confidently: Maintain confidence as you speak. Keep eye contact with the members and do
not let your voice tremble.

Use positive body language: Your body language should not demonstrate dominance or lower self
confidence. Show your interest by your gestures like bending forward a bit or nodding your head.

Be a team player: Last but not the least : be team player as it is group activity.

PRESENTATION SKILLS

Presenting an idea or information to a group of people clearly and effectively is an essential in
one academic as well as career life. Various types of presentation that one may undertake are public
speaking, oral presentation and business presentation. Some important public speaking skills.

1. The speech should have a purpose. Basically the speech will be inform, entertain, persuade or
to encourage.
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2. Before preparing a speech one should be aware of audience like their age group, socio- culture
etc so the communication will be in form and style that suits the audience.

3. Content of the speech should meet the required objective.

4. The style of speaking should suit the audience and should avoid the use of difficult technical
terms.

5. One should begin the speech with a story or something which can intrigue the audience.

6. Along with good style good body language should also be implemented. Signs of nervousness
like quick walks and shifting of weights must be avoided.

7. Finally one should have a good idea about the length of the speech.

Business presentation unlike public speaking include audio-visual aid like power point presentation.
Its primary aim will be to convince people to approve presenter’s idea or product. Good business
presentation requires:

1. Presentation should have a good structure from introduction to conclusion.

2. Avoid unnecessary information which have no relation with content

3. Create a good audio visual presentation to convey the ideas easily.

4. The presenter should always focus on explaining the slides rather than just simply showing the
slides.
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NEED FOR CREATIVITY

Creativity is the ideation of a thought, while innovation is the realization of the idea. The partnership
for 21st century calls for creativity and innovation as one of the essential skill sets of future citizens.
And while we do not traditionally have a creativity room in our colleges, we have a mandate to instil
the skills of creative thinking to foster a never ending stream of innovation.

There is a myth that says, we can’t exactly define creativity, but we know it when we see it.
While that may be true in one sense, there are four elements often examined to identify creative ideas,
products and performances. Going deeper into understanding of the discrete stills of creativity and
innovative thinking, there are four areas that impact on the over arching category of creativity and
innovation.

• Fluency

• Flexibility

• Elaboration

• Originality

Critical Thinking

Basically, its the objective analysis and evaluation of an issue, to form a judgement. It’s the kind of
thinking process about any content in which thinkers improves quality of his/her thinking by skilfully
analysing, accessing and reconstructing it. It can entail effective communication to and problem solving
abilities, as well as a commitment to overcome our native ego centrist and sociocentrism.

Critical thinking can rouse vital questions and problems, formulating them precisely. It can help
one in communicating effectively with others in figuring out solutions to complex problem and to well
reasoned conclusions.

While going to a brief history of idea of critical thinking, we can find its roots as ancient as its ety-
mology, ultimately to the teaching practices and visions of Socrates 2500 years ago. Socrates set agenda
far tradition of critical thinking namely, to reflectively question common beliefs and explanations.

Creative Thinking

It’s an another kind of thoughts process, which can be defined in one way as a way of looking at
problems or situation from a fresh perspective that suggest an unorthodox solution. It can devise new
way s to carryout tasks, solve problems and meet challenges. Creative thinkers think ’outside the box’
and help departments and organizations to move in more productive directions.

It also called divergent thinking. Sometimes , because thought patterns and areas of belief are often
expanded. When it comes to differentiating critical thinking from creative thinking , things get little
bit blurry as there is no consensus as to what really define these processes. This lack of consensus is
particularly reflected in various meanings, the same takes in different discipline. While checking some
of comparisons from literary world, here a good one from Beyes(1987).
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Critical thinking is convergent, where as the other one is divergent, where as creative thinking tries
to create something new, critical thinking seeks to assess worth or validity in something that exists;
where as creative thinking is carried on by applying accepted principles. Although creative and critical
thinking may very well be different sides of same coin, they are not identical.

From the given table, an almost detailed(study) comparisons ideas, we will get. Both creative and
critical thinkers use different thinking strategies.

CONVERGENT THINKING

Convergent thinking is a term coined by Joy Paul Guilford as the opposite of divergent thinking. It
generally means the ability to give the ”correct” answer to standard questions that do not require
significant creativity. For instance, in most tasks bin schools and on standardized multiple choice tests
for intelligence.

Convergent thinking is the type of thinking focuses on coming up with the single, well established
answer to a problem. It is oriented toward deriving the single best , or most often correct answer to
a question. Convergent thinking emphasizes speed, accuracy and logic and focus on recognizing the
familiar, re-applying techniques and accumulating stored information. It is moat effective in situations
where an answer readily exists and simply needs to be either recalled or worked out through decision
making strategies. A critical aspect of convergent thinking is that it leads to a single best answer,
leaving no room for ambiguity. In this view, answers are either right or wrong. The solution that is
derived at the end of the convergent thinking process is the best possible answer the majority of the
time.

Convergent thinking is also linked to knowledge as it involves manipulating existing knowledge by
means of standard procedure. Knowledge is another important aspect of creativity. It is source of
ideas, suggests pathways to solutions, and provides criteria of effectiveness and novelty. Convergent
thinking is used as a tool in creative problem solving.

CRITICAL READING

Critical reading means that a reader applies certain processes,models,questions and theories that re-
sult in enhanced clarity and comprehension.There is more individual, both in effort and understanding
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in a critical reading than in a mere ”skimming” of the text.A critical reading gets deep structure(if
there is such a thing apart from the superficial text!),that is logical consistency,tone,organisation and
a number of other very important sounding terms.

What does it take to be a critical reader?There are variety of answers for this question.Here are
some suggested steps:

• Prepare to become part of the writer’s audience.

• Prepare to read with an open mind.

• Consider the title.

• Read slowly.

• Use the dictionary and other appropriate reference works.

• Make notes.

• Keep a reading journal.

In addition to note taking it is often helpful to regularly record your responses and thoughts.By
developing a habit of reading and writing will improve the skills.

STEPS IN PROBLEM SOLVING

Problems are of different type. So there is a vast probability for finding different problems in various
fields. So problems can be get solved in different ways:

Define the problem

Diagnose the situation so that your focus is on the problem, not just on its symptoms. Helpful
techniques at this stages including flowcharts to identify the expected steps of a process and cause
and effect diagrams to define and analyse root cause. The chart below identifies key steps for defining
problems. These steps support the involvement of interested parties, the use of actual information,
comparison of expectations to reality and a focus on root cause of a problem, what is needed is to.
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Generate alternative solutions

Postpone the selection of one solution until several alternative have been proposed. Having a stan-
dard with which to compare the characteristics of the final solution is not the same as defining the
desired result. A standard allow us to evaluate the different intended result offered by alternatives
when you try to build towards desired result, its very difficult to collect good information about the
process.

Evaluate and select an alternative

Skilled problem solvers use a series of considerations when selecting the best alternative. They
consider the extent to which

• A particular alternative will solve the problem without causing other unanticipated problems.

• All the individuals involved will accept the alternative.

• Implementation of the alternative is likely.

• The alternative fits within the organisational constraints.

Implement and follow up on the solution

Leaders may be call upon to order the solution to be implemented by involving the effort of others.
The most effective approach, by for has been to involve others in the implementation as a way of
minimizing resistance to subsequent changes.

Feed back channels must be built into the implementation of the solution, to produce continuous
monitoring and testing of actual event against expectations. Problem solving and the techniques used
to derive elucidation, can only be effective in an Organization. If the solution remains in place and is
updated to respond to future changes.

Problem Solving Through Six Thinking Hats

Six Thinking Hats is a proven problem-solving technique developed by Dr.Edward de Bono who is
regarded as the leading international authority in the field of creative thinking, innovation, and the
direct teaching of thinking as a skill. Each of the Six Thinking Hats represents a different direction or
type of thinking, which is defined by a colour:

• Blue Hat : Clearly define the problem, next steps, action plans

• White Hat : Data, information known or needed

• Green Hat : Creativity, new ideas, alternatives, solutions

• Red Hat : Feelings, bunches,gut instinct, emotions and intuition

• Yellow Hat : Values or benefits
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• Black Hat : Difficulties, potential issues

Using the hats in sequence, we can examine a problem thoroughly and it helps to clarify the focus of
your thinking so we have a thorough understanding of the problem. The Six Thinking Hats tools will
ensure that your solutions are based on a balanced, carefully considered exploration of the problem.
Coloured hats are used as metaphors for each direction. Switching to a direction is symbolized by the
act of putting on a coloured hat, either literally or metaphorically. These metaphors allow for a more
complete and elaborate segregation of the thinking directions. The six thinking hats indicate problems
and solutions about an idea the thinker may come up with.

MIND MAPPING

A mind map is a powerful technique which provides a universal key to unlock the potential of the brain.
It harnesses the full range of critical skills- word, image, number, colour etc. In doing so, it gives you
the freedom to roam the infinite expanses of your brain. These can be applied to every aspect of life
where improved leavinf and clearer thinking will enhance human performance.

How

6 steps to make mind map:

• Start in the centre of a blank page.

• Use an image/ picture for your central idea.

• Use colours throughout.

• Connect main branches to the central image and connect your second and third level branches
to the first and second levels.

• Use one key word per line.

• Use more images.

Uses

• Brain storming - individually and as a group.

• Summarizing - information and note taking.

• Consolidating information from different research source.

• Thinking through complex problems.

• Studying and memorizing information.
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TEAM DECISION MAKING

Using team input is challenging, and it takes preparation and time. As the saying goes, if you
put three people together in a room, you will often get 4 opinions. People can often see issues differently
and they all have different experiences, values, personalities, styles and needs. Team decision making
strategies should therefore be used when you want to get participation and achieve consensus. When
time is of the essence, a good decision is one that is made quickly. That doesn’t happen with full team
decision making. And when one or two people have the necessary expertise to make one decision, it
doesn’t make sense to involve the whole team - the experts provide most of the input and make the
final choice anyway. However, where the situation is complex, consequences are significant, and buy-in
are important, and where the team members can work together maturely, team decision making is
often best.

Let’s look at a few team decision making strategies.

Ensuring Participation

A consensus decision depends on hearing everyone’s opinion. In a team situation, that doesn’t
always happen naturally. Assertive people can tend to get the most attention. Less assertive team
members can often feel intimidated and don’t always speak up, particularly when their ideas are very
different from the popular view.

The step ladder technique can help manage these difficulties. Each team member thinks about
the problem individually and one at a time introduces new ideas to the group leader without knowing
what ideas have already been discussed. After the first two people present their ideas, they discuss
them together. Then the leader adds a third person, who presents his or her ideas before hearing the
previous input. This cycle of presentation and discussion continues until the whole team has a chance
to add their opinions. The benefit of this procedure is that everyone feels heard and acknowledged.
Once all of the ideas have been presented, the team can look at ways to narrow the opinions down and
make a decision.

Voting For Consensus

Voting is a popular method or making decisions, and it’s a good approach to use where opinions
are strongly divided between two or three options. Unfortunately, it becomes less useful where there are
many options. Imagine an election where people have only one vote to choose between 8 candidates:
it is possible that a candidate could win with as little as 13%. This would leave the others 87%
dissatisfied.

Multi-voting can address this problem. Proceeding through a number of rounds of voting
individuals are given a certain number of votes in each ballot, which they can allocate to the various
options any way they want. Essentially they provide a weighting to their choices, all of their votes to
one choice or any combination in between. After all the votes are placed, the choice with the highest
number of votes an be carried to next round, until a winner emerges. This method allows more people
to have input in the final decision. There may still be people who give the final choice no votes, but
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that number tends to be significantly reduced. This method is popular when time is an issue and full
buy-in isn’t essential for success.

Establishing Group Properties

A similar situation is where you need to prioritize a set of options, where everyone has different
views, and there is no objective framework that people can use for decisions. Here the modified
Borda Count, provides an effective framework for ranking priorities. First the team discusses the
problem, then team members narrow down the issues to the key choices they must evaluate. From
there, participates each rank their top choices. The team totals the rankings for each alternatives, the
options with highest rank emerges as the group’s priorities.

Anonymous Contributions

Sometimes, people with deep expertise that you need to draw on may dislike one-another that
they have difficulties working together. In others, people may need to discuss issues which are real,
but unplatable or embarrassing. In still others, proposals may need to be developed and explored in
tremendous detail suiting individual scrutiny and analysis away from a meeting. Foe these situations,
managing the process in a way that allows anonymous and remote control can help you avoid destructive
situations and reach a well thought, good decision. With Delphi Method, a facilitator helps participants
individually brainstorm solutions and submit their ideas ”anonymously” - other team members don’t
know who submitted which idea. The facilitator collect and organises the input, submits it to others
for development, critique and refinement then goes back and forth to all participants until everyone
agrees to a final set of choice- and eventually a final decision. conducting these discussions is very time
consuming and you need an experienced facilitator who can help individuals come together to find a
solution. But the result is usually a robust final decision that has been fully explored, and is supported
by each team member.

Shared Leadership

While people often think of team leadership in terms of a formally appointed leader. It is
important to note that leaders an emerge in teams. In teams where no formal leader has been named,
emergent leadership occurs when a participant takes leadership role or when (s)he has subject matter
expertise that the team needs. However, even when a team leader has been named, effective team
leaders share leadership by encouraging team members to take on leadership roles or by formally
recognizing team members with special subject expertise.

Membership and leadership roles are inseparable and involve an emphasis on role functions
rather than a particular discipline or a set of personality traits. Although one or more individuals may
have a formal designation as a group leader, all team members need to share responsibility for informal
and formal leadership. In true inter-professional terms, the functions of leadership and membership
are viewed as synonymous. Because all team members have an investment in seeing the team achieve
its goals and objectives, each member has the responsibility to help the team progress. An emerging
pattern in many primary health care teams is the requirement for equal participation and responsibility
from all team members with shifting leadership determined by the nature of problem to be solved.
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The functions of leadership are
1. Helping the group, decide on its purposes and goal.
2. Helping the group focus on its own process of work together so that it may become more effective
rather than becoming trapped by faulty ways of problem solving and decision making.
3. Helping the group become aware of its own resources and how best to use them.
4. Helping the group evaluate its progress and development.
5. Helping the group to be open to new and different ideas without becoming immobilized by conflict.
6. Helping the group learn from its failure and frustrations as well as from its success.

SHARING AND CARING

In this modern people only do things which benefits themselves. Even though caring for others is a
good deed and at a look one who cares for others gain nothing. How over caring has benefits for all
involved; people who volunteer or care for others on a consistent basis tend to have better psychological
wellbeing and self satisfaction. Because of which very recently people come forward to help others and
care for them unconditionally. Both is sharing and caring are words which we encounter everyday and
needs no further explanation. Still we should focus on the importance of practising them.

Sharing is a joint use of resource or space apart from technical definition both these are something
to be felt and offered one another. Sharing makes us happy a regular sentence often said an heard.
But most of us have never understood the real value of sharing and how it brings happiness.

Sharing can actually mean giving something as a gift.Gift is something one receives without longing
for it. Thus it can bring events happiness for the person receiving a gift. Seeing the other one being
happy will surely bring a smile on the person who gave it. It is as simple as sharing makes as happy.
Sharing is a basic component of human interaction and is very much responsible for strengthening
social and ensuring a persons well being.

Sharing is the way of caring. Both are signs of strong relation between people, society and in
broader sense countries and even continents. For a peaceful world to live on we need such values to be
inculcated.

HONESTY

Honesty is a best policy. This is a saying most of us might have heard. However honesty cannot be
only a policy. It can be a principle.There is a difference between policy and principle.The policy changes.
You change a when it does not pay but the principle does not change. You dont and cant change a
principle even if it causes loss. Honesty refers to a facet of moral character and connotes positive and
virtuous attributes such as integrity, truthfulness, straightforwardness, including straightforwardness
of conduct, along with the absence of lying, cheating, theft, etc. Furthermore, honesty means being
trustworthy, loyal, fair, and sincere.

Honesty is valued in many ethnic and religious cultures. Honesty is the best policy is a proverb
of Benjamin Franklin; however, the quote Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom is
attributed to Thomas Jefferson, as used in a letter to Nathaniel Macon.
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Others have noted, however, that too much honesty might be seen as undisciplined openness. For
example, individuals may be perceived as being too honest if they honestly express negative opinions of
others, either without having been asked their opinion, or having been asked in a circumstance where
the response would be trivial.

COURAGE

Courage (also called bravery or valour) is the choice and willingness to confront agony, pain, danger,
uncertainty or intimidation. Physical courage is courage in the face of physical pain, hardship, death
or threat of death, while moral courage is the ability to act rightly in the face of popular opposition,
shame, scandal, discouragement, or personal loss.

In some traditions, fortitude holds approximately the same meaning. In the Western tradition,
notable thoughts on courage have come from philosophers, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas and
Kierkegaard; in the Eastern tradition, some thoughts on courage were offered by the Tao Te Ching.
More recently, courage has been explored by the discipline of psychology.

While many definitions are given in Platos Laches, all are refuted, giving a reader a sense of Platos
argument style. Laches is an early writing of Platos, which may be a reason he does not come to a
clear conclusion. In this early writing, Plato is still developing his ideas and shows influence from his
teachers like Socrates.

In one of his later writings, The Republic, Plato gives more concrete ideas of what he believes
courage to be. Civic courage is described as a sort of perseverance preservation of the belief that has
been inculcated by the law through education about what things and sorts of things are to be feared.
Ideas of courage being perseverance also are seen in Laches. Plato further explains this perseverance
as being able to persevere through all emotions, like suffering, pleasure, and fear.

As a desirable quality, courage is discussed broadly in Aristotles Nicomachean Ethics, where its vice
of shortage is cowardice and its vice of excess is recklessness. courage implies firmness of mind and will
in the face of danger or extreme difficulty the courage to support unpopular causes. mettle suggests
an ingrained capacity for meeting strain or difficulty with fortitude and resilience a challenge that will
test your mettle. spirit also suggests a quality of temperament enabling one to hold ones own or keep
up ones morale when opposed or threatened her spirit was unbroken by failure. resolution stresses
firm determination to achieve ones ends the resolution of pioneer women. tenacity adds to resolution
implications of stubborn persistence and unwillingness to admit defeat held to their beliefs with great
tenacity

The Left and Right Hemisphere

If we split the brain right down the middle into two symmetrical, or equal parts, you would have a
right and left hemisphere. Although equal in size, these two sides are not the same, and do not carry
out the same functions

The left side of the brain is responsible for controlling the right side of the body. It also perform
task that have to do with logic, such as in science and mathematics. On the other hand, the right
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hemisphere co -ordinates the left side of the body and performs task that have to do with creativity
and the arts. Both hemispheres are connected by the corpus callous and serve the body in different
ways.

Lateralization

When a certain congniture function is processed in one of the hemisphere as opposed to the other, the
cogniture function is lateralized. Example: left hemisphere takes care of sensory-motor function of the
right half of the body. Right brain takes care of sensory motor function of the left half of the body

Detailed and Holistic Processing

The left hemisphere seems to process information with eye for detail The right hemisphere seems to
process information with one eye for the bigger picture

The Rational left vs the Impulsive/Intuitive right

Much of what the left brain is doing is unconscious. As such decisions on judgements made by the right
brain are the kind of decisions. We often call hunches or impulses. On the other hand the decision
made by the left brain on the kind of planned out,consciously deliberated decisions.

The Two Hemispheres as a Team

The resulting picture thus seems to that while there is no clear laterelisation of congutive functions the
two hemispheres do seem to have subtle differences in their style of performing. Indeed it is probably
often by pooling together the strengths/findings of the two hemispheres that we accomplish congnitive
task.
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Introduction to Groups and Teams

A group is a collection of people with some common characteristic or purpose.The members of a
group will be sharing some common interest or they will be having something in common to which all
of them can relate to.They come together to work on common tasks for agreed purposes and outcomes.
The members of a group have more individual responsibility over what they do.Infact to an extend
they are independent of each other.A group works by putting all the individual efforts of the members
together.On the outcome also,each member will be having his or her own share whatever it is.ie is
some individual gain is involved in the group work.The concept of group emphasises on the individual
accountability.

A team is a collection of people who come together for a common task or purpose.They need not
share similar interest or traits as they are held together by their purpose.In fact it consist of people
from different disciplines with different perspective who in someway or the other can help in accom-
plishing the task for which the task is made.Team members are more mutually dependent.Sometimes
their expertise or work do not matter but when it comes with something else it might contribute to
the goal.They have no individual responsibility over the outcome.That is, the team members work
together toward a common goal and share responsibility of the team’s success.

Although there are certain differences between the two terms they are often used to convey the
same meaning.Groups or teams are very important as collective effort always give better results than
individual efforts.So its very essential to develop our skills to be an active member of a team.Evidence
suggests that teams typically outperform individuals when the work being undertaken requires multi-
ple skills, judgement, experience.Teams can also be more exible and responsive to change.

Team Composition

Team composition refers to the overall mix of characteristics among people in a team, who in-
teract interdependently to achieve a common objective. or in simple words team composition is the
configuration of a team. It is based on the attributes of the team members as well as the task of the
team.Team configuration has large influence on the team performance. A team can be composed of
similar people or different people who have different set of skills and expertise. Based on this team
composition can be classified as homogeneous or heterogeneous.

Three different types of skills are required for a team to perform effectively technical expertise,
problem solving and decision making ability, and inter-personal skills.

Teams that are higher in levels of extra version, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness to ex-
perience and emotional stability tend to perform better. People should be selected for a team to
ensure that all the various role types are filled. Individuals often play multiple roles and leader need
to understand the individual strengths that each person can bring to a team.

When a team is diverse in terms of personality, gender, age, education, functional specialisation
and experience there is an increased probability that it will perform more effectively.

The most effective teams have a fewer than ten members which prevents group think (i.e. agreeing
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with the consensus rather than putting your true thoughts forward)and mutual accountability, and
eases coordinating efforts when time pressure is present. Effective teams have members who can com-
pete each other’s tasks if necessary,making it less reliant on any single member.High performing teams
are likely to be composed of people who prefer working as a part of a group.

Management of team performances

It is important to use a range of performance management techniques to reg- ularly review and
measure the performance of your team. some key methods are

Performance review meetings

Performance appraisal or review meetings are an important element of the performance manage-
ment cycle.They allow you to consider individual team members’ performance on a regular basis as
well as letting each person know how they are performing and where they can improve.

• Reflect upon each team members’ performance.

• Considering progress towards previous performance objectives.

• Making notes about the support and guidance that is needed to support ongoing development.

Performance Objectives

Performance objectives should provide each team member with sufficient challenges to make the most
of their skills and abilities whilst contributing to the goals.Setting performance objectives should be a
two way process of discussion and agreement with each team member.Ensure that you review objectives
regularly so that they remain in line with the team goals.

Personal development plans

A personal development plan helps to clarify the individual development needs, and how these will
be addressed.The plan should relate to the achievement of performance objectives, and outline the
specifications that both you and your team member will take to progress towards the achievement of
performance objectives.

Importance of a group

Focus on achieving common objectives

Whatever type of group is formed their main aim would be to achieve their common objectives.
Each individual in the group puts in his own expertise , knowledge for the attainment of the group
objectives. this means pooling in a lot of ideas and this helps in simulating the procedure of performing
the task which in turn lead to achieving the objectives on time recently.
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Team Work

In today fast moving world it has become imperative to work as a team to attain common objec-
tives. Team work leads to sharing of information, the team members bring different perspectives,
ideas, experience and greater knowledge, helping each other with task assigned and ultimately reach-
ing the goals set by the organisation and the team itself.Working as a team also helps one to develop
his or her personality and gives the confidence to perform the task meticulously. It also encourages
people to increase their output. It is at times also helpful to resolve the work conflicts.

Leadership made easier

Each group or team will have a leader or a manager who will give guidance, direct and explain the
tasks to be achieved. For him it becomes easier in a 3 group to explain things rather than explaing
it to each and every individual separately. The group leader and other individuals can have a group
discussion and discuss the pros and cons ,and come to decision regarding the guidelines.

Modern team composition and performance management

Modern teams are not hierarchical,they do not rely on job titles or even skill sets to define roles
and responsibilities but demand high level of responsibility and emotional intelligence to work well
In a complex world in which alliances,collaboration are popular short term project teams are the
norm,new methods are needed to develop ,manage and measure the performance of the whole team,
not just that of individual members. A new approach is required for creating and sustaining teams,
which is robust,fast paced and proactive,enabling new and existing teams to get to the heart of issues
and identify their development needs quickly.

Team work is widely acknowledged to be more important than ever for sustainability and growth,but
what exactly is a team in modern organisation teams.

A team can be defined as a group of people who cooperate on temporary or permanent basis to achieve
an objective.But once thought of as fundamental to the nature of a team is being eroded and replaced
with new models.These days,teams come in all shapes and sizes,with diverse memberships.They are
flexible;they can be temporary;they may fluctuate,diminish or grow.

Traditional team development solutions have focused on personality types and associated behaviours
and worked from the assumption that team team performance would be enhanced if individuals were
able to value and work with differences.

Eight fundamental aspects that enable top notch performances

• Team Inclusion: Team work requires rounded,emotionally intelligent players with the skills and
expertise to take on team roles.In addition,they need the ability to adapt their behaviour and
communication for their audience.If they are to get heard by others,peers and their bosses.Now
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more than ever they need the emotional intelligence to empathise,collaborate and engage in
dialogue.

• Team Identity: Individuals often and themselves in a team as a result of structural change or a
new organisational initiative.They don’t feel a sense of connection or belonging and often distance
themselves inorder to cope with the change.Developing a brand and a team unique selling point
is essential to promote synergy and staying power,and to enable all to embrace change

• Team Communication: The cross functional teams often have competing time pressures and
priorities and need to make an explicit commitment upfront.Agreeing how you will work to-
gether,share information and organise team meetings,clarifies behavioural boundaries and fosters
commitment,shared effort and interdependent working.

• Team Content: Localising the organisational vision and enabling the team to clarify how they
contribute to the overall business success is highly motivational when leading and developing
team performance. Creating a shared vision of success,being open to ideas and experimentation
enables a team to explore opportunities and put forward creative solutions

• Team Recognition: To get things done,the team will need to draw on other departments and
people.Successful teams take the initiative in developing and maintaining a wide range of inter-
nal and external networks and pro actively managing their profile.They celebrate success and
acknowledge individual and team achievements.

• Team Purpose: The individuals should have clear,integrated objectives so that each person could
see where they fitted into the team and everyone could pull in the same direction.Creating shared
team goals and a common purpose is important.Dialogue is needed to clarify boundaries and
enable the team to make decisions.

• Team Governance: Every team is a part of a bigger organisation and needs to position its con-
tribution and be clear about reporting lines.If there is confusion about decision making bound-
aries,roles or reporting lines,it can have a negative impact on performance as the team begins to
plan their work and allocate tasks.

• Team Execution: Sometimes organisational process can be disabling influence.Every team needs
to be able to get things done so,if the team is not delivering,it is essential to identify the exact
reason. Like people, each team has its own unique personality which manifests itself in pre-
ferred ways of working,communicating,interacting and processing.Team personalities exist in the
content of their organisational structures and cultures.

Tuckman’s Stages of group development

Forming

In the forming stage, personal relations are characterised by dependence. Group members rely on safe,
patterned behaviour and look to the group leader for guidance and direction.Group members have a
desire for acceptance by the group and a need to know that the group is safe. They set about gathering
impressions and data about the similarities and differences among them and forming preferences for
future sub grouping. Rules of behaviour seem to be to keep things simple and to avoid controversial.
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Serious topics and feelings are avoided.The major task functions also concern orientation.Members
attempt to become oriented to the tasks as well as to one anther.Discussion centres around defining
the scope of the task, how to approach it, and similar concerns. To grow from this stage to the
next,each member must relinquish the comfort of non threatening topics and risk the possibility of
conflict.

Storming

This stage is characterised but competition and conflict in the personal relations.As the group members
attempt to organise for the task, conflict inevitably results in their personal relations. Individuals have
to bend and mold their feelings, ideas and attitudes to suit the group.Because of the fear of exposure or
failure there will be an increased desire for structural clarification and commitment.Although conflicts
may or may not surface as group issues, they do exist.Questions will arise about who is going to
be responsible for. what the rules are. what the reward system is,and what criteria for evaluation
are.These reflect conflicts over leadership structure,power and authority.There may be wide swings in
members’ behaviour based on emerging issues of competition and hostilities.Because of the discomfort
generated during this stage,some members may remain completely silent while others attempt to
dominate.In order to progress to the next stage, group members must move from a ’testing and
proving” mentality to a problem solving mentality. The most important trait in helping groups to
move on to the next stage seems to be the ability to listen.

Norming

In this stage, interpersonal relations are characterised by cohesion.Group members are engaged in active
acknowledgement of all members’ contributions,community building and maintenance, and solving of
group issues. Members are willing to change their preconceived ideas or opinions on the basis of facts
presented by other members, and they actively ask questions to one another.Leadership is shared and
cliques dissolves. When members begin to know and identify with one another , the level of trust
in their personal activities contributes to the development of group cohesion.It is during this stage
of development that people begin to experience a sense of group belonging and feeling of relief as a
result of solving interpersonal conflicts.The major task function of stage three is the data ow between
group members.They share feelings and ideas,solicit and give feedback to one another,and explore
actions related to the task.Creativity is high.If this stage of data flow and cohesion is attained by the
group members, their interactions are characterised by openness and sharing of information on both a
personal and task level.They feel good about being a part of an effective group.The major drawback of
the norming stage is that members may begin to fear the inevitable future break up of the group,they
may resist change of any sort.

Performing

The performing stage is not reached by all groups.If group members are able to evolve to stage four,
their capacity, range and depth of personal relations expand to true interdependence.In this stage,
people can work independently, in subgroups, or as a total unit with equal facility.Their roles and
authorities dynamically adjust to the changing needs of the groups and individuals.Stage four is marked
by inter dependence in personal relations and problem solving in the realm of task functions.By now.The
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group should be most productive.Individual members have become self assuring, and the need for
group approval is past.Members are both highly task oriented and people oriented.There is unity,group
identity is complete,group morale is high, and group loyalty is intense.The task function becomes
genuine problem solving,leading toward optimal solutions and optimum group development.There is
support for experimentation in solving problems and an emphasis on achievement.The overall goal is
productivity through problem solving and work.

Adjourning

It involves the termination of task behaviours and disengagement from relationships. A planned con-
clusion usually includes recognition for participation and achievement and an opportunity for members
to say personal goodbyes. Concluding a group can create some apprehension in effect,a minor crisis.The
termination of the group is a regressive movement from giving up control to giving up inclusion in the
group.The most effective interventions in this stage are those that facilitate task termination and the
disengagement process.

Groupthink

A cohesive group’s blind unwillingness to consider alternatives. Strivings for unanimity override their
motivation to realistically appraise alternative courses of action . e.g Senate Intelligence Committee
said groupthink was a major factor in the U.S. invasion of Iraq because too many people in the
government had tended to think alike and therefore failed to challenge basic assumptions about Iraq’s
weapon capability Under the right circumstances, groups are remarkably intelligent, and are often
smarter than the smartest people in them. eg. groups have been used to predict the election of the
president, find lost submarines, and correct the spread on a sporting event

Symptoms of groupthink:

Symptoms of group thinks are :
1. Invulnerability, inherent morality, and stereotyping of opposition[ underestimate opponents];

group members have the illusion that nothing can go wrong which leads to excessive optimism and
risk taking and can also ignore ethical implications from being to confident

2. Rationalization and self-censorship; rationalizing protects the pet assumptions underlying the
group’s decisions from critical questions. Self censorship also stifles critical debate.

3. Illusion of unanimity, peer pressure, and mind guards[ self-appointed protectors against adverse
information]; silence of member is interpreted as consent, if people do disagree, peer pressure leads
other members to question the loyalty of the dissenters

4. ”Groupthink vs the wisdom of the crowds”; conformance that leads members to censor themselves-
opposite of collective wisdom

Results of Groupthink:

Groups with a moderate amount of cohesiveness tend to produce better decisions than groups with
low or high cohesiveness
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1. Reduction in alternative ideas: shrinking universe of ideas; decisions are made based on few
alternatives. Once preferred alternatives are decided on, they are not re-examined, and of course
rejected alternatives are not re-examined

2. Limiting of other information: when a groupthink group has made its decision, others’ opinions,
even those of experts, are rejected. There are ”b” boys in the class. This is three more than the
number four times the number of girls.

How to prevent groupthink?

1. Allow criticism

2. Allow other perspectives

Team Performance Management (TPM)

The Performance Management Cycle starts with a Planning phase for the forthcoming period. Plan-
ning should involve agreeing SMART objectives, a personal development plan and reviewing the job
requirements, updating the role profile where necessary. Historically, organisations tended to carry
out this planning stage once a year. However, the business environment has become increasingly fast
moving, so many organisations are adapting their processes to set near-term objectives every 3 months.

The organisations goals and values should feed in to performance planning to ensure that individual
performance is aligned with the overall strategy of the organisation. Specifically, each SMART objective
should contribute to achieving one or more of the organisations goals, and personal development
planning should consider what behaviours, skills or knowledge the individual needs to develop in order
to successfully achieve their objectives and uphold the organisations values.

Traditionally, organisations have placed a lot of their emphasis on the Review part of the cycle, often
because a performance assessment is required for reward purposes. However, we have always advised
that it is the Act and Track stages that are the most important. These stages are where performance
is actually delivered and results are achieved. Individuals need to be encouraged to schedule in regular
time to work on achieving their objectives and personal development plans. Similarly, managers need
to be checking in with their staff regularly, giving frequent feedback and using coaching skills to
help their team members overcome challenges and identify opportunities for learning and performance
improvement. If this is left until an end of year review, it is too late and objectives and development
plans may end up only being partially achieved.

Since 2015, this philosophy of continuous performance management has been adopted by lead-
ing organisations such as Deloitte, Adobe and General Electric, who all announced that they were
abandoning traditional once-a-year performance appraisals in favour of regular check-ins and frequent
feedback. That said, there is still a place for periodic, formal performance reviews. But these should
ideally be developmental and future-focused discussions. They should be an opportunity to explore
what went well and why, what didnt go so well and what can be learned from this, to discuss career
goals and agree actions that both the individual and manager need to take to develop the individual
and further improve their performance.

Notice that in our performance management cycle there are no arrows between the four stages. This
is because, in reality, the stages do not flow one after the other. Act and Track should be continuous
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throughout the year, reviews may take place at any point in the year, and planning may take place a
number of times during the year and be re-visited as the needs of the business change.

begincenter
Clarifying Expectations

When a group of people are brought together to form a team,it is highly likely that each has a slightly
different expectation of what is going to happen and how. This latent belief will influence his/her
reactions and can become counter productive for team effectiveness.

It is therefore advisable to clarify the expectation of team members in the beginning.Leaders can
spend some time for this.They can answer doubts, if any. They can ask the team members What do
want us to accomplish?

If the answers are unrealistic, it becomes the duty of the leaders to clarify the team’s objectives
and expectations and if allowed or necessary to modify them.

Group Problem Solving
The problem solving process involves thoughts, discussions, actions and decision that occur from

the first consideration of problematic situation to the goal. The problems that groups face are varied
but some common problems include budgeting funds, raising funds, planning events, addressing cus-
tomer and when complaints creating or adapting products or services to fit needs, supporting members
and raising awareness about issues or causes.

Problems of all sorts have three common components.

• An undesirable situation.

• A desired situation.

• Obstacles between undesirable and desirable situation.

While these three general elements are present in each problem, the groups should also address
specific characteristics of the problems. Five common and important characteristics to consider are
task difficulty, number of possible solutions, group member interest in problem, group member famil-
iarity with the problem and the need of the solution acceptance.

Process

There are several variations of similar problem solving models. As you read through the steps in the
process, think about how you can apply what we learned regarding the general and specific elements
of problems. Taking a deliberate and systematic approach to problem solving has been shown to
benefit group functioning and performance. A deliberate approach is especially beneficial for groups
that do not have an established history of working together and will only be able to meet occasionally.
Although a group should attend to each step of the process, group leader or other members facilitate
problem solving should be cautious not to dogmatically follow each element of the process or force a
group along.

The various steps involved are
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• Define the problem

• Analyze the problem

• Generate possible solutions

• Evaluate solutions

• Implement and assess the solution

Group Dynamics
Group dynamics is a system of behaviours and psychological processes occurring within a social

group (intra group dynamics), or between social groups (intergroup dynamics). The study of group
dynamics can be useful in understanding decision making behaviour, tracking the spread of diseases
in society, creating effective therapy techniques, and following the emergence and popularity of new
ideas and technologies. Group dynamics are at the core of understanding racism, sexism, and other
forms of social prejudice and discrimination. These applications of the field are studied in psychology,
sociology, anthropology, political science, epidemiology, education, social work, business, and commu-
nication studies.

A group can be defined as several individuals who come together to accomplish a particular task or
goal. Group dynamics refers to the attitudinal and behavioural characteristics of a group. Group dy-
namics concern how groups form, their structure and process, and how they function. Group dynamics
are relevant in both formal and informal groups of all types. In an organizational setting, groups are a
very common organizational entity and the study of groups and group dynamics is an important area
of study in organizational behaviour.

The study of group dynamics can be useful in :

• Understanding decision making behaviour.

• Tracking the spread of diseases in society.

• Creating effective therapy techniques.

• Following the emergence and popularity of new ideas and technologies.

Group Process

• Group process is the procedures followed by a group to perceive, approach, tackle and solve a
problem.

• Group process techniques are employed by the teams to help arriving at a consensus without
compromising the free flow of ideas, critical evaluation and quality of decisions.
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Brain storming

Brainstorming is a group creativity technique by which efforts are made to find a conclusion for
a specific problem by gathering a list of ideas spontaneously contributed by its members. it is the
name given to a situation when a group of people meet to generate new ideas around a specific area of
interest. Using rules which remove inhibitions, people are able to think more freely and move into new
areas of thought and so create numerous new ideas and solutions. The participants shout out ideas as
they occur to them and then build on the ideas raised by others. All the ideas are noted down and are
not criticized. Only when the brainstorming session is over are the ideas evaluated.

Various steps in brainstorming are:

• State the topic.

• Review by asking What? Why? How? When?

• After getting a clear picture regarding the challenge or problem, each member of the group thinks
for a couple of minutes.

• Each member proposes his idea.

• Ideas are noted down (without discussing the merits and demerits).

Multi-voting

Multi-Voting is a voting/brainstorming technique that prioritizes ideas. Its primary goal is to re-
duce the range of options, thereby preventing information overload .

Also known as N/3 voting, in Multi-Voting, N refers to the total number of ideas. Every team
member is then given N/3 votes and instructed to vote on the most important ideas; the team member
can only assign one vote per idea. E.g., if there are 30 ideas, each team member gets 30/3 or 10 votes
each. Since there are less votes then there are ideas, the less important ideas will naturally be weeded
out , thereby reducing the number of ideas the team must contend with.

Steps involved are:

• Number each idea.

• Combine similar items if the group agrees and re-combine them.

• Each member comes up his preferred ideas.

• Lists are collected and consolidated.

• Ideas with maximum votes are identified.

• Repeat the procedure after discussion. Stop after the group reaches an agreement.
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Nominal Group Technique (NGT)

The nominal group technique (NGT) is a group process involving problem identification, solution
generation, and decision making. It can be used in groups of many sizes, who want to make their deci-
sion quickly, as by a vote, but want everyone’s opinions taken into account (as opposed to traditional
voting, where only the largest group is considered). The method of tallying is the difference. First,
every member of the group gives their view of the solution, with a short explanation. Then, duplicate
solutions are eliminated from the list of all solutions, and the members proceed to rank the solutions,
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and so on.

Some facilitators will encourage the sharing and discussion of reasons for the choices made by each
group member, thereby identifying common ground, and a plurality of ideas and approaches. This
diversity often allows the creation of a hybrid idea (combining parts of two or more ideas), often found
to be even better than those ideas being initially considered. In the basic method, the numbers each
solution receives are totalled, and the solution with the highest (i.e. most favoured) total ranking is
selected as the final decision. There are variations on how this technique is used. For example, it can
identify strengths versus areas in need of development, rather than be used as a decision-making voting
alternative. Also, options do not always have to be ranked, but may be evaluated more subjectively.

Steps involved are:

• Moderator states and clarifies the problem.

• Each member thinks independently about the problem and writes the ideas.

• Moderator asks for the ideas in turn and records them on a flip chart or blackboard.

• Repetitions can be avoided. Proceed until all ideas are recorded.

• The group discusses and evaluates the merits of each idea.

• Each member selects 5 ideas and note them on card according to his/her priority.

• The moderator collects all the cards, record them and adds the scores in the tally sheet.

• The ideas that are ranked high by maximum member are chosen.

Advantages of NGT:

• Free flow of ideas.

• No peer pressure or pressure to confirm.

• No domination by any person or subgroup.

• Chances for clarification.

• Constructive problem solving.
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Group versus Team

The words ’group’ and ’team’ are, for the most part, interchangeable - at least most people use
them that way. But there are distinct differences between groups and teams. For example, we have a
football team, not a football group - or we have a special interest group, not a special interest team.
While the differences are subtle, they are indeed different, and we need to understand what those
differences are.

The main difference is that a team’s strength or focus depends on the commonality of their purpose
and how the individuals are connected to one another. On the other hand, a group can come from
having a large number of people or a cohesive willingness to carry out a focused action - political
reform, for example.

While these differences might be subtle, we have to understand that a group is a number of indi-
viduals forming a unit for a reason or cause, and a team is a collection of accomplished people coming
together for a common goal that needs completion. The subtleness of these differences are more pro-
nounced when we take these words a step further and look at a work group and work team.

Work Groups and Work Teams

In the business world, we have work groups and work teams. A work team has members who work
interdependently on a specific, common goal to produce an end result for their business. A work group
is two or more individuals who are interdependent in their accomplishments and may or may not work
in the same department. Once again, the differences are subtle, but the main thread is a team works
together and shares in the outcome, while a group is more independent of each other.

A work team is much more formal, with a focused goal and objective, while also having its members
take a participative role in how the work team functions. On the other hand, we have work groups
who work more independently of each other and usually have one leader directing work flow.

Team Dynamics
Team dynamics are the unconscious, psychological forces that influence the direction of a teams be-
haviour and performance. Team dynamics are created by the nature of the teams work, the personalities
within the team, their working relationships with other people, and the environment in which the team
works.

Team

Definition.formal group comprising people interacting very closely together with a shared commit-
ment to accomplish agreed upon objectives.

Types of Teams

1. ProblemSolving Teams
Formed to deal with problems.Quality Circles are one example.
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2. Crossfunctional Teams
A team consisting of members from different functional departments. Using the skills, compe-
tencies, and experiences from diverse areas with a company can increase understandably, cama-
raderie, trust, and performance.

3. Virtual Teams
Technology has allowed teams to be connected as a team and accomplish work even as they are
different sites.Management requires leaders being coaches, building trust, evaluating performance,
and providing feedback.

4. Research and Development Teams
Used to develop new products. It is used most extensively in high tech companies. Skunk
WorksThese teams set up to expedite innovation and creative new product designs.

5. SelfManaged Teams (SMT)
Small groups of individuals who are empowered to perform certain activities based on established
procedures and decisions made within the team, with little to no outside direction. Before
implementing SMTs, organizations must be certain that such teams are consistent with the
organizations: i. Business requirements ii. Values and goals iii Competencies

6. Diverse teams
Improve problem solving and increase creativity. It may struggle in the short term but have
strong longterm performance potential.

Advantages/Disadvantages of Teams
Advantages

• Make better decisions, products/services

• Better information sharing

• Increase employee motivation/engagement

– Fulfills drive to bond

– Closer scrutiny by team members

– Team members are benchmarks of comparison

Disadvantages

• Individuals better/faster on some tasks

• Process losses cost of developing and maintaining teams

• Social loafing

What is team building?
Team members and leaders must work hard to achieve teamwork. Team building helps in achieving

teamwork. Team building is a sequence of planned activities designed to gather and analyze data on
the functioning of a group and to initiate changes designed to improve teamwork and increase group
effectiveness.
How team building works?
Team building works through a five step process.
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• Problem or opportunity in team effectiveness.

• Data gathering and analysis.

• Planning for team improvements.

• Actions to improve team functioning.

• Evaluation of results.

Approaches to team building- There are three approaches to team building

• Formal retreat approachTeam building occurs during an off-site retreat.

• Continuous improvement approachThe manager, team leader, or members take responsibility for
ongoing team building.

• Outdoor experience approachMembers engage in physically challenging situations that require
teamwork.

Characteristics of Effective Teams

1. Clear unity of purpose

2. Clear performance goals

3. An informal, comfortable, relaxed atmosphere

4. Participative discussion

5. Freedom of feelings and ideas

6. Positive perceptions of disagreement

7. Frequent, frank and comfortable criticism

8. Shared leadership

9. Increased employee motivation

10. Higher levels of productivity

11. Increased employee satisfaction

12. Common commitment to goals

13. Expanded job skills

14. Organizational flexibility.

Creating Effective Teams
1.Key Team Roles

Belbin proposed that effective teams are composed of members that serve unique functions and roles
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• Leadership Function: leader responsible for overall performance shaper directs the teams effort,
imposes shape to team activities

• Work Production Function: worker- devices practical working procedures and carries them out
creator invents new ideas/strategies, addresses problems in a creative way completerfinisher gets
things done quickly, works on urgent issues

• Team Maintenance Function team facilitator fosters a sense of team spirit, helps with commu-
nication monitorevaluator analyses problems, helps team to stay focused on the task

• Liaison Function resource investigator deals with external contacts.

Team roles (Belbin 1993)

• PlantCreative, imaginative, unorthodox, solve difficult problems

• Coordinator mature, confident, good chairperson, clarifying goals, promotes decision making,
delegates well

• Monitor (Evaluator)Sober, strategic, discerning, sees all options, judges accurately.

• ImplementerDisciplined, reliable, conservative and efficient, turns ideas into practical actions

• Completer (finisher) Painstaking, conscientious, anxious, searches out errors and omissions, de-
livers on time.

• Resource investigatorExtrovert, enthusiastic, communicator, explores opportunities, develops
contacts.

• ShaperChallenging, dynamic, thrives on pressure, drive and courage to overcome obstacles

• Team workerCooperative, mild, perceptive and diplomatic, listens, builds, averts frictions

• SpecialistSingle minded, self starting, dedicated, provides knowledge and skill in rare supply

Roles played by team members (Margerison and Mc Cann (1990))

• Creator- Innovator- Initiates creative ideas

• Explorer-promoter-Champions ideas after they have been initiated

• Assessor- developer- Offers insightful analysis of options

• Thruster-Organizer-Provides structure

• Concluder-producer-Provides direction and follow through

• Controller-Inspector-Examines details and enforces rules.

• Upholder-maintainer-Fights external battle

• Reporter-Adviser-Encourages search for more information

• Linker- Coordinates and integrates
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2.Team Processes
A Socialization process of mutual adjustment between the team and its members. It is based on
evaluation, commitment and role transition. Socialization passes through 5 phases: 1. Investigation:
team and individuals find a good match 2. Socialization: individuals and team assimilate to each other
3. Maintenance: both parties try to maximize their needs 4. Re-socialization: team and individual
try to influence each other in order to satisfy team needs 5. Remembrance: occurs if re-socialization
is not successful

Teams for Enhancing Productivity
Team members who work effectively with one another have the capacity for increased productivity.
Successful teams comprise members who have an understanding of their own roles in the group and an
understanding of the responsibilities of their team mates as well. Working in a collaborative fashion,
effective teams have the ability to agree on strategic plans, divide work equitably and work together
to develop new ideas and concepts.
To increase productivity:

• Forming the Right Team
Work environment where team mates are amicable toward one another has the potential for
increased productivity

• Providing Appropriate Direction
For a team to be effective and increase its productivity, it must have solid project direction from
its superiors. Depending on the nature of the assignment, a manager might opt to designate
specific tasks to individual team members, taking into considerations the individual strengths
and performance backgrounds of team members.

• Accountability
One of the best ways to increase productivity through team effectiveness is for team members to
create a system in which each person is held individually accountable by the group. Creating an
internal system of checks and balances will ensure that each team member is pulling his weight,
contributing equitably to the workload and meeting all pre-established deadlines.

• Team Support
Just as team members should be accountable to one another for performance outcomes, teams
that effectively support other members can increase productivity as well. When team members
self-assign tasks that each is best suited for, it leads to a team dynamic in which each individual
is using his own strengths and talents for the betterment of the group, leading to increased
productivity and quality of product.

Virtual Teams
Teams whose members operate across space, time, and organizational boundaries and are linked
through information technologies to achieve organizational tasks Increasingly possible because of:

• Information technologies

• Knowledge-based work

Increasingly necessary because of:
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• Organizational learning

• Globalization

Virtual Team Success Factors

• Member characteristics

– Technology savvy

– Self-leadership skills

– Emotional intelligence

• Flexible use of communication technologies

• Opportunities to meet face-to-face
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Managing Team Performance and Conflicts

Team Management Performance

Team Performance Management (TPM) is the continuous process of evaluating the effectiveness
of the team and varying and adjusting the different factors that have a bearing on a team perfor-
mance.Performance of a team is directly related to both individual performance and how the individual
contributes as part of a team.There is a distribution between conventional team building exercises and
team performance management (TPM).

The assumption behind the former is that is that the team building activities will somehow en-
hance team effectiveness.Team performance management (TPM) refers to following an ongoing and
well structured process specifically targeted to identify, quantify and modify the factors that affect
performance.Different phases of team performance management are given below ;

• The Plan Phase: Clarify expected results , decide upon evaluation strategy , set goals and
direction.

• The Do Phase:Put plan into action, Track or monitor performance,provide continuous feedback.

• The Adjust Phase: Adjust goals,strategy etc. based on feedback, Provide training for increasing
performance.

• The Rate and Reward Phase:Assess completion of objectives/tasks.Rate and Reward perfor-
mance,Learn from experience.
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Decision Making in Teams and Groups

Following are the common methods for a team to arrive at a decision or single out a solution from
among various potential alternatives.

• Group consensus-member coming to a general agreement.

• Majority vote-opinion of the majority of members is accepted.

• Expert decision-an expert or expert committee takes the decision for all.

• Decision by authority-leader select the best solution.

Achieving Group Consensus

It helps the team to see the solution from all angles and most importantly there would be owner-
ship.Consensus is a general agreement or a collective opinion.The team discuss the subject until each
agrees to the decision.Some may be staunch advocates of the particular solution,some may not be so
much enthusiastic.

Everyone will come around to the positive side agreeing.An effective method is to ask all the mem-
bers to rank the various solutions available based on merit as perceived by each individual member.

After that the group makes a single list by discussing the pros and cons.When someone vouches
for a particular decision, he should clarify the reason behind that to convince others. Achieving group
consensus is easier with teams having professionals as members.

Building and Managing successful Virtual Teams

A virtual team is constituted by people working together, albeit remotely in various geographic
locations, connected together by digital channels of communication.The team coordinates its work
by interacting over phone and internet.E-mails, phone calls, teleconferencing, software that permits
collaborative work etc. Are some of the tools used.
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Advantages of Virtual Teams includes:

• Getting the best person for the role , irrespective of where they stay.

• People working indifferent time zones can ensure 24x7 customer support.

• Team members have greater flexibility and can have better work life balance.

• Women have more opportunities as they can work from home.

Key factors in building and managing successful virtual
teams include :

• New perspectives in human resource management:

– Virtual employees feel less like part of the organization than in house employees.

– Management should make sure that this does not grow into a lack of sense of belonging,This
can be done by fostering communication.

– To keep the level of motivation of virtual team member , the management can solicit his/her
opinion frequently and communicate all relevant information promptly.

– The sense of camaraderie among the in house employees usually contribute to greater team-
work and coordination.

– But Virtual team , being devoid of face to face interaction , poses certain challenges in this
regard.

– A Virtual employee may lack the natural advantages of an in house employee such as greater
visibility , proximity to higher management etc.

– Management should keep this in mind while taking career decision (promotions etc.).

• A strong support mechanism :

– As most of the virtual team members are likely to work alone , they are at a disadvantage
when it comes to asking for help or advice from colleagues.

– This should be addressed by putting in place a reliable support network.

– Also virtual team members should be provided with all the hardware , software and con-
nectivity that is available for other regular members, if not more.

– A system for maintenance and trouble shooting must also ensured.

• Better information management systems :

– Details of work assignments , scheduling and sequencing of tasks within a project , workload
tracking etc assume greater significance in a virtual context.

– Management must make sure that the information flow up and down the organization in-
cludes the virtual team members also.

• Coaching,learning and development:
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– Initial coaching and training of virtual team members before on boarding is best done in
person.

– Once they start working as virtual team members , remote training programmes can be
organized.

– Online seminars,group discussion , classes etc. need to be arranged on a regular basis.

– The more learning resources a virtual team has at its disposal, the better.

• Effective leadership:

– The leadership must be able to handle the complexities of managing a virtual matrix of
talents,tasks and deadlines.

• Access to electronic and collaborative technologies

– Virtual team members do not have the luxury of getting together in a conference room and
discussing a new plan.

– They cannot physically share files , documents etc. And think together .

– Online collaboration tools help in file sharing, organizing tasks , assigning duties , adding
notes, automating actions , screen sharing, managing documents and video collaboration.

– Some of the online applications are Squiggle (video), Drop box (file sharing), Google Docs
(document management), Skitch (screenshot sharing), Trello (project and task manage-
ment) etc.

• Changing the organizational culture :

– Remote employees, virtual and cross functional teams , work from home etc. Are fast
popular.

– This tends to influence the organizational psyche .Managers should be able to sense and
guide the changes it will bring to the established organizational culture.

Effectively Managing Team Conflict:

Successful managers can effectively manage conflict. This ability is considered a core competency
and is required of managers who want to grow and advance. Unfortunately, it is also one of the most
difficult skills a manager can develop.conflict can be defined as a serious disagreement over needs or
goals .Each , behaviour by itself , does not necessarily indicate conflict. People dont always complete
work on time or answer all phone calls.Sometimes they miss meetings. These individual behaviour
might be acceptable- unless a behaviour is taken to an extreme and causes severe or irreparable
damage.An extreme example might be poor performance , including not meeting work goals over a
period of time that has an impact on team performance. Conflict behaviour or symptoms includes ,

• Not completing works on time or to quality goals

• Not returning phone calls or emails

• Not responding to requests for information

• Finger pointing
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• Not attending required meetings

• Absenteeism

• Gossip

• Passive/aggressive behaviour

• Hostility

• Complaining

• Verbal abusing

How to deal with quickly and effectively

• Attack the problem , not the person.

• Focus on what can be done , not on what cant be done.

• Encourage different points of view and honest dialogue.

• Express feelings in a way that does not blame.

• Accept ownership appropriately for all or part of the problem.

• Listen to understand the other persons point of view before giving your own.

• Show respect for the other persons point of view.

• Solve the problem while building the relationship.

• When conflict arises during a team meeting , it is important to address it as soon as possible.

• If the conflict has nothing to do with the topic at the hand, defer it to a later time.

• If conflict gets extremely overheated , take a break and let everyone cool off.

Working together in teams and Decision making Introduction

Teams are particularly effective in problem solving as they are comprised of people with comple-
mentary skills. These complementary skills allow team members to examine issues from various angles,
as well as see the implications of their decisions from a variety of perspectives.

When the organization culture supports team work, team members understand how the strategy
of using team fits in the total context of their organization’s strategic plan and success goals. Team
members understand why using teams will help their organization to attain its business goals and how
they can attain their personal goals by effective participation.In fact they understand the context of
a team culture so well, that they are convinced that teams are the only way their organization will excel.

In a successful team , members understand where their works fits in the total context of the or-
ganization’s mission,goals,principles,vision and values.Team members spend time defining their team
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culture by agreeing upon team’s norms and expectation within company’s overall team context. They
make certain that they have all of the information that they need to success.

Effective team work is both profoundly simple and difficult at the same time.No matter the team,
humans are in the mix and each team members brings along all of their baggage for good and for ill, so
diverse people with different work experiences, different life experiences and varying degree of success
working with former teams and accomplishment of prior team mission converge around a new mission.
In essence, teams make decisions using problem solving techniques. Thus, the process largely rests
on the selection of a course of action following the evaluation of two or more alternatives. Working
together in teams involve different steps

• FORMING

• STORMING

• NORMING

• PERFORMING

FORMING can be defined as:

• This stage is characterized by introductions and socializing activities.

• Attempts to define the mission and decide how it will be accomplished

• Attempts to determine acceptable team behaviour and how to resolve problems within the team

• Discussion of symptoms or problems not relevant to the task; difficulty in identifying relevant
problems

• Common feelings include excitement, anticipation, and optimism; Pride in being chosen for the
project; Initial, tentative attachment to the team; Suspicion, fear, and anxiety about the job
ahead.

STORMING can be defined as:

• This stage is characterized by individual assertiveness, hidden agendas, conflict, and discomfort.
Significant role negotiation is the undercurrent.

• Arguing among members even when they agree on the real issue

• Defensiveness and competition; factions and choosing sides

• Establishing unrealistic goals and expressing concern about excessive work

• This stage provides a foundation for effective interaction in the next stages.

• Cliques may form, and a struggle for leadership may take place.

• Individual members may be dissatisfied with the teams performance at this stage and may reflect
that feeling with derogatory comments about the team.

NORMING can be defined as:
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• The team begins to refocus on their task or objective and to develop a team spirit. Leadership
may be shared among group members. Problems are addressed as mutual rather than individual.
Real progress toward the teams objective is made.

• Common behaviours include attempts to achieve harmony by avoiding conflict, Establishing and
maintain team methods and boundaries (ground rules).

• More friendliness, confiding in each other, and sharing of personal problems; discussion of the
teams dynamics.

PERFORMING can be defined as:

• Members feel high morale within the team, loyalty to the team, and an identity that may be
represented by a logo or name. Members may participate equally.

• Insights into personal and group processes; better understanding of each others strengths and
weaknesses.

• Constructive disagreement used to resolve conflicting issues and ideas.

• Ability to prevent or work through team problems.

Steps in decision making
1)Recognize the problem

• Teams must see and recognize that a problem exists and that a decision needs to be made to
move forward.

• While on its face this step appears elementary, many teams do not always recognize that there
is an issue that needs to be addressed due to issues such as group think.

2)Define the problem

• State how, when, and where members became aware of the problem

• Explore different ways of viewing the problem different ways of viewing the problem can lead to
an improved understanding of the core problem.

• Challenge any assumptions that are made about the problem to ensure that the team fully sees
the real issue at hand.

3)Gather information

• Once the problem has been defined, teams need to gather information relevant to the problem.

• Why do teams need to perform this step? Two reasons: (1) to verify that the problem was
defined correctly in step 2; and (2) to develop alternative solutions to the problem at hand.

4)Develop alternative solutions

• a)Brainstorming:- During this process teams are encouraged to come up with as many ways as
possible to solve the problem at hand. It can help generate creative solutions to problems.
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• b)Ask Questions:- Network with colleagues internal and external to the organization to get their
ideas and suggestions.

• c)Explore:- Read journals/books, go to networking functions, and attend conferences etc. that
cover similar issues.

5)Select the best alternative
For this element to be effective, we need to consider both rational and human elements. The

rational elements include:

• a)Analyze the problem

• b)Determine the desired end state- Here teams need to clearly define what success looks like.

• c)Evaluate alternatives against the desired state- Here teams discuss the merits of each alternative
and the extent to which each can move the team to the desired state. To help on this step, some
teams rate each alternative on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is low and 5 is high.

• Discuss potential adverse consequences of each alternative-Here teams need to discuss the poten-
tial downsides of the options

Now the human elements include:

• a)Active listening. Pay attention to the dialogue and anticipate where the conversation is going;
Objectively weigh out whats been said; Try to understand what the other person is saying; and
Review and summarize what has been said.

• b)Supporting each others ideas. Assume that others have valid points; Point out the useful
aspects of what has been said; Build on these useful points; and Avoid unnecessary criticism.

• c)Are comfortable presenting differing views. Clearly state your differing view; Focus on the
reasons for the differences; and Treat differences as a source of ideas rather than a source of
interpersonal conflict.

• d)Participate. To fully take advantage of the complementary skills present in a team, all team
members must participate.

6)Implement the best alternative

• Once the alternative has been chosen, the team needs to implement its decision. This requires
effective planning as well as communicating the decision to all the stakeholders that may be
impacted by this decision.

7)Evaluate the outcome

• Remember that teams and team building is a learning process. It is critical that the team examine
whether the proposed plans of action were achieved in an effective way and resulted in positive
outcomes.
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Attributes of Effective Teamwork

• 1)Commitment to team success and shared goals :- team members are committed to the success
of the team and their shared goals for the project. Successful teams are motivated, engaged and
aim to achieve at the highest level.

• 2)Interdependence :- team members need to create an environment where together they can
contribute far more than as individuals. A positive interdependent team environment brings out
the best in each person enabling the team to achieve their goals at a far superior level. Individuals
promote and encourage their fellow team members to achieve, contribute, and learn.

• 3)Interpersonal Skills :- includes the ability to discuss issues openly with team members , be hon-
est, trustworthy, supportive and show respect and commitment to the team and to its individuals.
Fostering a caring work environment is important including the ability to work effectively with
other team members.

• 4)Open Communication and positive feedback :- actively listening to the concerns and needs of
team members and valuing their contribution and expressing this helps to create an effective
work environment. Team members should be willing to give and receive constructive criticism
and provide authentic feedback.

• 5)Appropriate team composition :- is essential in the creation of a successful team. Team members
need to be fully aware of their specific team role and understand what is expected of them in
terms of their contribution to the team and the project.

• 6)Commitment to team processes, leadership and accountability :- team members need to be
accountable for their contribution to the team and the project. They need to be aware of team
processes, best practice and new ideas. Effective leadership is essential for team success including
shared decision-making and problem solving.

Team Culture and Power Team Culture

In an effective team culture, the concepts of context is addressed.Team members understand why
they are participating on the team and how the team fits within their organization.When you consider
the factors that make a team successful,understanding their organization’s expectation is one of the
top twelve factors in team success.In an effective team culture,team members understand where the
work of their team fits in the total context of their organization’s strategic plan and success goals.This
is important because teams that feel they are part of something bigger than themselves tend to expe-
rience increased engagement and work satisfaction.

When the organization culture supports team work, team members understand how the strategy
of using team fits in the total context of their organization’s strategic plan and success goals. Team
members understand why using teams will help their organization to attain its business goals and how
they can attain their personal goals by effective participation.In fact they understand the context of
a team culture so well, that they are convinced that teams are the only way their organization will excel.

In a successful team culture, teams understand where their works fits in the total context of the
organization’s mission,goals,principles,vision and values.Team members spend time defining their team
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culture by agreeing upon team’s norms and expectation within company’s overall team context. They
make certain that they have all of the information that they need to success.

Finally,team members understand that 20of the problem that they will experience as a team will
fail within the context of the task or mission the team is assigned to accomplish.The other 80 per-
centage of the problem that they will experience is related to their team culture and the processes
team members establish and commit for interactions with each other as team members. Additional
thought is necessary for the team to determine how the team will interact with respect to the rest
of organization. Within their team, this communication and contact will reinforce and enhance the
team’s understanding of why they exist and what they are expected to contribute.

Effective team work is both profoundly simple and difficult at the same time.No matter the team,
humans are in the mix and each team members brings along all of their baggage for good and for ill, so
diverse people with different work experiences, different life experiences and varying degree of success
working with former teams and accomplishment of prior team mission converge around a new mission.

Having a great team culture is the foundation of any high performance team.This goes beyond just
having smart and talented team members, nor is it about what team produces. Team culture is about
how the team works together as a cohesive unit. The steps to create a desired team culture includes:
Having the right team member and Creating rituals,Creating accountability. It is the responsibility of
the team leader to define the culture of their teams.Once this is defined and communicated ,the other
steps can follow. The initial part of the process of defining team culture is creating a list of specific
behavior for the team to live by. Some of the examples of behavior along with definitions:

• Be Responsive: Honour the 24 hour rule for all client requests, such as information, proposals,
return calls and emails.

• Do what is best for the client-In all situations,act in the best interest of the client.

• Proof of all materials:Have written proof of all materials prior to sending them to the clients,prospects
or vendors.

• Check the ego at the door:Our own egos and personal agendas must never take precedence over
doing what is best for the team.Being concerned with who gets the credit ,who looks good and
who looks bad,is counter productive.Making the best decision for the good of the team and
company must always be paramount.

• Practice blameless problem solving:Treat mistakes as training opportunities.

The 10 building blocks of a strong culture are as follows:

• Commitment(to a higher cause, purpose)

• Responsibility(accept your role)

• Accountability(give and take critique)

• integrity(gap between say and do)

• Respect(game,opponent,self couch,team)
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• Trust(self,others.)

• Leadership.

• Courage

• Service

• Humility

For creating an extra ordinary team culture,

• Create a team oriented organization.

• Assign serious team goals.

• Encourage informal teams.

• Cross-train employees.

• Provide team resources.

Team Power

Trained, diverse, and mature work teams address problems better than individuals or other groups.
From training and experience they dig deep for the root causes. Diversity brings logical, emotional, and
intuitive intelligence to bear on an issue. Solutions are often simple, elegant, and effective. Competent
work teams make better decisions for the same reasons.

Motivation is superior with teams, especially Self Directed Work Teams. Think of your feelings
while on a winning sports team to appreciate this power. Teams appeal to the higher motivators.
They satisfy cravings for social interaction, esteem, and self-actualization . Excellent coordination is
also evident in work teams. This is especially important where multiple, sequential tasks take place.
The sports analogy applies here as well. The power and effectiveness of work teams can be a strategic
advantage in business.

Team Leader Development

Team leadership represents one of the characteristic of effective team performance. Most teams
contain certain individuals who are primarily responsible for defining team goals and for developing
and structuring the team to accomplish these missions.

Effective leader should:

• Facilitate, encourage and participate in improvement efforts alongside team members and pa-
tients.

• Communicate clearly and keep all team members on the same page and moving in the same
direction.

• Demonstrate humility and show interest in their team members. Most members of the team have
something to share or give, and there is always more to learn.
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• Teach, guide and coach patiently and with clarity.

• Build daytoday processes loosely to give the team flexibility to do their work most effectively,
but protect and foster the processes that determine your culture.

Leaders can teach staff how to give positive, actionable feedback.

• In general, feedback that reinforces and encourages positive behavior is more effective than
negative feedback.

• Give positive feedback in public so that other team members can learn by example. Shoutouts
at team meetings are a good forum for giving positive feedback. Use caution with this approach,
however, because team members who are infrequently mentioned could become less engaged.

• Give negative feedback constructively and in private. The goal of negative feedback is not to
embarrass or shame the person receiving it, but to help them improve

• All feedback should be timely

Consider spending time with your team observing their work. Ask how things are going, how you can
help, and use the feedback to find areas in need of improvement.
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Morals Values and Ethics

Morality
Morality concerns with right and wrong in human behaviour mostly based on one’s conscience and
guided by values rather than legalities or custom.Morality is a thought ,word or deed is considered
morally good if it agrees with the general perception of what is right and what is wrong.It is looked
upon as something basic and perceptive in nature. Eg:lying for selfish ends is looked upon as immoral
and is considered a flaw in character

Moral Absolutism
Moral absolutism is the belief that the criteria to determining what is morally right or wrong are
universal. According to this belief ,moral rules for given situation can be applied to everyone across
borders and cultures. It also takes the view that certain acts are immoral regardless of their conse-
quences or the circumstances that prompted them in the first place.

Arguments against moral absolutism
-Circumstances that prompt an act not considered Eg:a poor child stealing bread out of hunger will
be considered immoral

-Consequences of an act not taken into account. Eg: lying to save an innocent life will be viewed as
immoral

-Cultural diversity and tradition not taken into account. Eg:some acts are good in certain culture and
bad in certain others

Moral Relativism
Moral relativism is the idea of allowing for different set of moral rules applied for different cultures
and demographic groups.What is considered good among some people may not be acceptable to other
groups.What was considered morally right a couple of centuries ago may be unacceptable now

Arguments Against Moral Relativism
-Has an in-built flexibility that can defeat its very purpose.

-No clear standard with which different moral perspectives can be judged.

-The arguments that morality is relative with respect to culture can be extended to the view that
morality is relative to each individual.

-The ethic /cultural/social groupings tend to arbitrary

Values
Value is an enduring belief that influences our choices in life to promote well being.Values are
principles that reflect one’s judgement of what is important in life.Ethical values are morally con-
cerned with what is morally right.Not all values are ethical values.Eg:efficiency,competence,self re-
liance,confidence,innovation etc are not ethical in nature
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Ethical values

-Integrity

-Services

-Sharing

-Caring

-Empathy

Ethics
Ethics is the set codes or moral principles with which behaviour and belief are evaluated as right or
wrong.Ethics provides well-defined standard that tell people how to act and respond in situations in
which they find themselves in .It is an enquiry into existing situations and offering of solutions aiming
for the greater good of all concerned.Ethics is based on reason and logic .Ethics are specific moral codes.

Work Ethics
Work ethics can be defined as a set of standards of behaviour or codes of conduct based on a set of
values in the workplace. Eg: medical ethics,military ethics etc.A strong set of ethics promotes the well
being of employees,organizational effectiveness as well as advancement of society

The basic elements of a well-formed code of work ethics in an organization are:

1.Integrity and loyalty
Integrity at work place means the quality of being honest and morally upright, always willing to do
right thing reliably and adhering to company’s code of ethics, policies and procedures.

2.Professionalism
Competence, good judgements and polite behaviour of a trained man who can deliver the same good
quality each time ,irrespective of how he feels, are combinedly referred to as professionalism.

3.Respect and care
Recognizing the uniqueness of each individual and appreciating the differences. Caring is showing
genuine compassion and concern for others helping them when needed, being kind, considerate and
grateful.

4.Cooperation
Achieving the organizational objectives through coordination of individuals tasks.

5.Fairness
Sense of justice

6.Trustworthiness
It is the extent to which someone’s actions can be relied on in the absence of control

INTEGRITY
Integrity is a character trait that reflects a persons degree of honesty, adherence to moral principles
and a complete harmony of one’s thought ,speech and action.A person with integrity will be guided
by a moral compass and possesses consistency in character.People with integrity will be held in high
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esteem and others look up to them for guidance and leadership.Integrity is forfeit if a person does
something that should not be done or refrains from doing something that should be done, for personal
advantage.

-Professional integrity
Willingness to so the right thing in one’s profession. Eg: Govt.officials who make decisions out of
favourism are against the ethics of their profession.Medical practitioners who prescribe drugs to pa-
tients who do not need them in order to favour drug companies are said to be lacking in integrity.

-Political integrity
Politicians are holders of elected office and are expected to have high integrity.Politicians who have
tall claims about certain beliefs and act in way that contradicts those beliefs lack in integrity.

-Academic integrity
Any academic endeavour must be devoid of plagiarism and false information. people of academic com-
munity are expected to stick tot truthful measures of human progress and therefore likely to have long
term ramifications.

-Integrity in daily transactions
As a responsible member of society we should always do what is right regardless of our take on it.A cab
driver who returns a wallet forgotten by the traveller,a person who pays his tax without manipulating
his income statement-all display integrity

Service-learning

Service-learning is an educational approach that combines learning objectives with community
service in order to provide a pragmatic, progressive learning experience while meeting societal needs.
Service-learning involves students in service projects to apply classroom learning for local agencies
that exist to effect positive change in the community. The National Youth Leadership Council defines
service learning as ”a philosophy, pedagogy, and model for community development that is used as an
instructional strategy to meet learning goals and/or content standards.”

This is a multifaceted teaching and learning process.Students use academic knowledge and skills to
address genuine community needs.This is an incredibly flexible tool, easily adapted to different age lev-
els, community needs, and curricular goals.Example: Volunteerism, Community Service, Internships,
Field Education.The purpose of service learning is equally benefit the provider and the recipient of the
service as well as to ensure equal focus on both the service being provided and the learning that is
occurring.”

Learning

There are different ways of learning that makes service-learning effective to those serving as well
as those being served.They are :

• Interpersonal learning- students re-evaluate personal values and motivations.
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• Done by channelling a passionate interest to service-learning projects.

• Build a connection and commitment to the community.

• Academic material- taught through practical application and reflective instruction.

• Practised outside classrooms and test-taking.

• Cognitive Development- Students are challenged to use critical thinking and problem solving
skills in a context.

• Transformation Within The Students - Thinking about things in a new way and moving in new
directiond Behavioural Issues- Helps the students better understand social issues relevant to their
own community.

• Creating a new picture without relying on the old lines.

• Effective Citizenship An

Service

The Service in Service Learning -takes knowledge outside the classroom into the real world with
real people and situations. Service brings community together as a whole, towards a common goal or
purpose. The action of service in and among the community, provides chances for sociocultural norms
and prejudices to be removed. Students need to have a positive connection with the establishment
they’re serving in order to maximize their learning.
Factors which influence its impact on students are:

• Placement Quality.

• Duration.

• Reflection.

Effects

Effects on the Student-developing interpersonal and personal leadership skills. Develop a sense of
meaning and purpose in their academics. Diversity awareness- students to experience different cultures.
Reduces many negative and unnecessary stereotypes derived by inexperienced students. Personal and
academic gain- Provide them with skills that would be beneficial in their planned career. The quality
of learning will be different from what learned from simply reading books and listening to lectures.

Comprehensive Action Plan for Service Learning (CAPSL)

CAPSL identifies four constituencies on which a program for service learning needs to focus its prin-
cipal activities like institution, faculty, students, and community.This also identifies a sequence of
activities to be pursed for each of the four constituencies. CAPSL provide a heuristic for guiding the
development of a service learning program in higher education.

• Advantages : it is general enough that the execution of each cell can be tailored to local conditions.
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• Disadvantages : it is not possible to detail how each step can be successfully accomplished to take
the sequence of activities from the whole CAPSL model and apply it to any cell in the matrix.

Civic Virtue

Standard of righteous behaviour in relationship to a citizen’s involvement in society.This helps people
understand their ties to the community and their responsibilities within it. An individual may exhibit
civic virtue by voting, volunteering, organizing a book group, or attending a PTA meeting.

It is the moral underpinning of how a citizen relates to society. Without an understanding of civic
virtue, citizens are less likely to help others in the community, to volunteer their time, to give money
to non profit organizations, or to participate in a group that benefits society.

In political philosophy, it is the personal qualities associated with the effective functioning of the
civil and political order, or the preservation of its values and principles. Aristotle argued that civic
virtue involved citizens taking part in ruling and being ruled. ”Civic virtue is not an inherent human
quality but needs to be developed.”

Respecting Others

Respect is a positive view that you form of how someone is living their life. Its the sense of worth
or personal value that you attach to someone based on many factors. Factors include what that person
is doing with their life, how they treat you and others, whether they are honest or not and if they seem
to consistently do good things, large or small, for other people.
It starts with self-respect.If you do not respect yourself, it will be more difficult for you to respect
anyone else. When you demonstrate respect for others, youll make someone feel good by granting
them respect , that its something that they deserve. One of the best ways to show respect- to truly
listen to anothers point of view, allow each other to have and express our own views,regardless of
whether we agree with them or not.
Respect is one of mankinds most noble sentiments. The highest levels of respect are always earned
never given. This is true of self-respect as well as respect for others. Before granting the highest level
of self-respect or respect for others, make sure the person is worthy of the honour.

To be one, to be united is a great thing. But to respect the right to be different is maybe even
greater.-Bono

Respect for ourselves guides our morals; Respect for others guides our manners-Laurence Stone
Living Peacefully

Living in peace is about living harmoniously with yourself, others, and all sentient beings around
you. It is both an outward and an inward process. Outwardly, its a way of life in which we respect
and love each other in spite of our cultural, religious, and political differences. Inwardly, we all need
to search our hearts and minds and understand the fear that causes the impulse for violence.

Few Methods To Live Peacefully

Seek to love, not control others - a will to control with a broad approach of loving others instead,including
their faults and differences, is the way to a peaceful life.

Moderate your convictions rather than having extremist thinking try to have reflection and delib-
erative thinking.

Be tolerant - Tolerance for others is about appreciating diversity, the plurality of modern society,
and being willing to live and let others live too.
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Be peaceful - While there is much violence in this world, make a choice to not let death and killing
be a part of your philosophy of living.

Seek forgiveness, not revenge - When you feel compelled to harm another out of a perceived slight
to your reputation, or because you feel that their action deserves an equally abhorrent reaction, you
perpetuate anger, violence, and sorrow. Replace this with forgiveness to seek the way of living peace-
fully.

Caring and Sharing caring

Caring is having and expressing concern about others and their feelings and well being Caring
should not be limited for ones family and friends People with high ethical and moral standards nurture
this quality, and their care and concern embraces the whole humanity

Highly evolved spirits care for all kinds of living things Care for our family, neighbours, friends,
colleagues whom we deal with one day to-day basis can be a good starting point Sharing of goods,
knowledge, facilities experience etc. leads to collective the growth of society
sharing

The act of sharing should come voluntarily and without compulsion Adherence to ethical principles
certainly motivate sharing. Enmity, divide, fear etc vaporize instantly through sharing.
Sharing tends to maximise the overall happiness of human being Children who are encouraged to
share their toys are likely to cooperate with others as adults most welfare schemes of government
aimed at sharing of resources Sharing is an important aspect of human interaction that drives busi-
ness strengthen ties and leads to peaceful living.The internet itself an example of sharing information
digitally

Honesty

It is often said that honesty is the best policy Honesty is the trait of adhering truth even when it
is inconvenient and unpopular In a workplace context, honesty amounts to:

• Starting facts clearly without dilution, distortion or exaggeration in all written and non-written
communication

• Not withholding fact or relevant information intentionally for selfish reasons.

• Refraining from deceiving customers through false advertisement.

• Not taking bribes or resorting to nepotism

• Maintaining confidentiality with regards to crucial information of company while discussing with
rival companies

• Being straightforward, trustworthy and loyal in all relationships

• Seeking truth before deciding and acting
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Courage

Contrary to popular conception, courage is not the absence of fear Courage is the ability to face
the fear and do something in spite of being afraid It is the willingness to confront pain, agony and
uncertainty for something that we believe in. Different ways to show courage:

• Courage as a part of duty -a fire fighter rescue people from a building on fire shows courage as
part of duty

• Courage to face physical changes -some people go for death defining stunts and extreme sports,
go for adventure trips, take risk because of the trill they get

• Courage in a social context -to challenge injustice, to stand up against discrimination, to change
the order without resorting to violence etc

• Intellectual courage -this amounts to the courage to seek and speak the truth even if it upsets
prevailing belief and usurps existing conventions

Valuing Time

People today find it increasingly difficult to manage their time. If someone is not able to manage
their time ,he cannot be trusted with keeping his word or valuing other peoples time.
Executives struggle to balance their family and professional lives due to apparent lack of time. Even
in workplace people often fail to turn up in time for meeting,fail to complete important task by the
end of the day and consequently waste others time

Ways to use Time effectively:

• Becoming aware that time is a perishable resource

• Getting your priorities right

• Be punctual

• Avoid re-inventing the wheel

• Plan in advance

• Get rid of procrastination

• Time is perishable resource -time once lost never be found again, valuing time means valuing life

• Be punctual -being punctual shows respect. If a person is not on time, it means he has no respect
for other peoples time

• Avoid re-inventing the wheel -a lot of time is saved -available time can be effectively used to
develop from others have stopped, thus creating more value

• Planning in advance
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– annual or weekly plans must contain all the high value activities you should be doing that
year /week.

– Projects that come with a pre set deadline quickly qualify as urgent. Set aside sufficient
time to deal with it

– Allot time for your most important task

– Stick with scheduled appointments

– Figure out the strategies beforehand

– Batch similar activities together

• Get rid of procrastination -procrastination is the act or habit of putting or delaying some activity
often because it appears unpleasant

• Get your priorities right -the most important work should be completed first followed by other
jobs -make a to do list

Cooperation

It is the process of individual/s organizations working together synergistically towards accom-
plishment of common objectives - without surrendering individual autonomy. A joint action
or a process of working together consciously for common benefit. It is a continuous pro-
cess.Cooperation between different sections of a company ensures better output, quality and
efficiency

Benifits

• Pooling of diverse and or complementary skills

• Gathering more ideas and enhanced man power

• Greater resources and minimized time etc.

Lack of cooperation leads to:

• Delay and lack of coordination

• Insufficient communication

• Low morale all of which leads to the possible collapse of the company

Reasons for Lack of Cooperation

• Absence of effective leadership

• Lack of awareness among the employees

• Differential treatment,ethnic,linguistic or socio-cultural bias

• Ego conflicts and lack of professionalism etc.
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Commitment

It is the quality of holding on to a cause that one believes in, in spit of difficulties and set backs
with fervent attitude and sustained interest.Dedication of an employee to his job and to the
organisational goals while adhering to ethical principles.

Allen and Meyer proposed 3-component model for organizational commitment, namely

• Affective commitment

• Continuance commitment

• Normative commitment

Empathy

Ability and willingness to imagine oneself in anothers place and see things through their per-
spective. Its about putting oneself in the other persons shoes .A person who empathizes with
others will feel, understand and accept their emotions, motives and concerns.Enhance pro so-
cial(helping) and altruistic behaviour.

Empathy in workplace leads to:

• Better teamwork

• Better understanding of what motivates others

• Better appreciation of customer needs

• Better understanding of public perception of the company

Self confidence

It is the quality of believing in oneself and ones abilities. Encompasses of two separate traits
self esteem and self efficacy.

Self Esteem

Ones innate sense of self-worth.It reflects the individuals evaluation of his or her value. It is
essentially a psychological trait arising out of a belief that one has a right to be happy,deserving
and loved.

Having self-confident employee in workplace leads to:

• Employees arising their views openly

• Setting of higher goals for themselves and the organization

• Better appreciation of others and their efforts

• Lesser tendency to complain
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• Openness to change

• Better overall organizational performance

Six pillars of self-esteem according to Nathaniel Brandon

• Conscious living

• Self-acceptance

• Taking responsibility

• Self-assertiveness

• Purposeful living

• Personal integrity

Ways to improve self confidence

• Be conscious about the present moment without losing the wider context

• Know that you always have a choice and make conscious decisions rather than being
fatalistic

• Accept yourself and your ability to change

• Commit to constant learning as a way of life

• Accept new challenges

• Practise resilience

• Understand material possessions do not determine ones worth

• Learn to say no to bad things

• Accept compliments gracefully

• Appreciate others, treat them with respect and be grateful for what they do for you

• Practise self-talk

• Don’t hesitate to ask for help, if needed

• Conquer fear doing what you dread

• Use social media to connect with others, not to compete with them

• Dress for success- it is not necessary to wear expensive things. But it is absolutely necessary
to be neat, clean well groomed

• Practise good posture
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• Speak up-don’t shy away from arising your opinion

• Communicate effectively

– Be sincere

– Maintain eye contact

– Be courteous

– Speak clearly

– Listen to others

• Be ready and comfortable to apologise if you make a mistake

CHARACTER

The particular combination of qualities in a person or place that makes them different from oth-
ers. The way someone thinks, feels, and behaves or someone’s personality Integrity, respect and
responsibility.Basic integrity defined by honesty, authenticity and truth telling it is the founda-
tion for an organization it comprises of Empathy,Lack of blame, Humility,Emotional mastery,
Accountability,Self-confidence,Courage and Focus on the whole.

Spirituality

Spirituality is the concept of an ultimate or an alleged immaterial reality, an inner path enabling
a person to discover the essence of his/her being or the deepest values and meanings by which people
live. Spiritual practices, including meditations, prayer and contemplation,, are intended to develop
an individual inner life. Spiritual experiences can include being connected to a larger reality yielding
a more comprehensive self; joining with other individuals or the human community; with nature or
the cosmos; or with the divine realm. Spirituality is often experienced as a source of inspiration or
orientation in the life. It can encompass belief in immaterial realities or experiences of immanent or
transcendent nature of the world.

Secular spirituality emphasizes humanistic ideal on moral character(qualities such as love, compas-
sion, patience, tolerance, forgiveness, contentment, responsibility,, harmony and a concern of others)
aspects of life and human experience which go beyond a purely materialistic view of the world without
necessarily a accepting belief in a supernatural reality or divine being. Spiritual practices such as
mindfulness and meditation can be experienced as beneficial or even necessary for human fulfilment
without and supernatural interpretation or explanation. Spirituality in this context may be a matter
of nurturing thoughts emotions words and actions that are in harmony with a belief that everything in
the universe is mutually dependent; this stance has much in common with some sessions of Buddhist
spirituality

”Spirituality exists wherever we struggle with the issues of how our lives fit into the greater scheme
of things. This is true when our questions never give way to specific answers or give rise to specific
practices such as prayer or meditation.”
Engineering Ethics
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An engineer is a person with full knowledge of their speciality, who always keep their knowledge up
to date and who can solve such practical problems as health, education, agriculture, industry etc. with
their expertise and ingenuity. An engineer can also create various weapons to allow for more casualties
in less time. Although engineers can employ their ingenuity and knowledge for different purposes, it
is engineering ethics that make them use their knowledge and skill for enhancement of human welfare
and the environment. Respecting human values and ethics can endow engineers with piece of mind,
satisfactions and true happiness. The mission of an engineer with engineering ethics is to earnestly
provide the most efficient of services.

At this point, we need a clear definition of ethics in engineering but ethics is a very general concept
and there are many definitions of engineering ethics. The word ethics is defined as the principles of
right and wrong that are accepted by an individual or a social groups. However the definition is very
general for moral values appear in different forms.

Meanwhile, engineering ethics is a system of moral principles that apply to the practice of engi-
neering. Ethical principles are a contract between professionals. Anyone who enjoys the benefits of a
profession must obey its rules. For instance, consider a physician who gains credibility by joining the
medical community and many patients visit the hospital because of their trust in his or her reputa-
tion. Any act that violates the moral principles of his or her profession can considerably damage the
credibility of the physician as well as the profession. This example also holds for engineering. Moral
principles include responsibility that ultimately lead to the human welfare and progress and they also
serve as guidelines for any professional engineer.

Senses Of Engineering Ethics

Basically there are distinct senses of engineering ethics.

First, Ethics is a discipline or area of study dealing with moral problems. engineering ethics is the
discipline of the moral issues arising in and surrounding engineering.

Second, we speak of ethical problems, we mean to distinguish them from unethical problems re-
garding politics, law etc. But engineering ethics in this sense deals with the moral problems and issues
related to engineering.

Third, is purely descriptive because it concerns merely the fact that deals with what engineers and
others believe as regards moral problems in engineering.

Ethics is an area of inquiry and activity of understanding moral values, resolving moral issues and
the area of study resulting from that activity. Ethics is used to refer to the particular set of beliefs,,
attitudes and habits that a person or group displays concerning moralities. Ethics and its grammatical
variants can be used as synonyms for morally correct.

Variety Of Moral Issues

There are so many engineering disasters which are greater / heavier than the level of acceptable
or tolerable risk. Therefore, for finding and avoiding such cases such as nuclear plant accident at
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Chernobyl (Russia), Chemical plant at Bhopal (India) where a big disaster of gas leakage, occurred in
1980, which caused many fatal accidents. In the same way, oil spills from some oil extraction plants
(the Exxon Valdez plant), hazardous waste, pollution and other related services, natural disasters like
floods, earth quake and danger from using asbestos and plastics are some more cases for engineering
disasters. These fields should be given awareness of engineering ethics. Hence, it is essential for en-
gineers to get awareness on the above said disasters. They should also know the importance of the
system of engineering.

When malfunction of the system is a rapid one, the disaster will be in greater extent and can be
noticed immediately. When they ate slow and unobserved, the impact is delayed. So, the engineers
should not ignore about the functions of these systems.

These cases also explain and make the engineers to be familiar with the outline of the case in future
and also about their related ethical issues.

Inquiry

An inquiry is any process that has the aim of augmenting knowledge, resolving doubt, or solving
a problem. A theory of inquiry is an account of the various types of inquiry and a treatment of the
ways that each type of inquiry achieves its aim.These inquiries in the field of Engineering ethics are of
three types
1. Normative Inquiries
2.Conceptual Inquiries
3.Factual or Descriptive Inquiries

textbfinquiry
It is helpful to identify the values which guide the individuals and groups in taking a decision.and is
meant for identifying and justifying some norms and standards of morally desirable.
The normative questions include
1)What are the values that should guide a person working in genetic engineering?
2)At what point should an engineer alert the management regarding the hazardous practices?
3)When is the state justified in interfering with a company’s practicals moral grounds? , Normative
inquiries also have the theoretical goal of justifying moral judgements.

Conceptual inquiry
It is used for describing the meaning of concepts, principles, and issues related to Engineering Ethics
and also explain whether the concepts and ideas are expressed by single word or by phrases.
for example:
1.How do you define risk?
2.What do you mean by welfare of public?
3.What differentiate a bribe from an acceptable gift?

Factual or Descriptive inquiry
It provide information regarding the moral practices of an engineer, an organisation or even a society
without judging their moral rightness and questions also regard the facts pertaining to a moral prob-
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lem related to engineering.
for example
1)Where the crew of the challenger informed about the failure risk?
2)How much does a household refrigerator contribute to the carbon footprint?
3)What caused the first Tesla Model (self drive car) crash in May 2016?

MORAL DILEMMA
Dilemmas are certain kind of situations in which a difficult choice has to be made. Moral dilemmas
have two or more foldings
moral obligations, duties, rights, goods or ideals come into disagreement with each other.One moral
principle can have two or more conflicting applications for a particular given situation.
There are three types of complexities.

Vagueness:
This complexity arises due to the fact that it is not clear to individuals as to which moral considera-
tions or principles apply to their situation.

Conflicting reasons
Even when it is perfectly clear as to which moral principle is applicable to one’s situation, there could
develop a situation where in two or more clearly applicable moral principles come into conflict.

Disagreement
Individuals and groups may disagree how to interpret, apply and balance moral reasons in particular
situations.

Steps / Procedures In Facing Moral Dilemmas
-Identifying the relevant moral factors and reasons:
i.e. Finding solutions for (i) the conflicting responsibilities (ii) the competing rights and (iii) the clash-
ing ideals involved.
-Collecting and gathering all the available facts which are relevant to the moral factors while resolving.
-Ranking the moral considerations or principles on the basis of importance as applicable to the situa-
tion.
-Considering alternative courses of action for resolving the problems and tracing the full implications
of each. i.e. conducting factual inquiries.
-Having talked with the colleagues, friend about the problem getting their suggestions and alternative
ideas on resolving that dilemma.
-Arriving at a careful and reasonable judgement or solution by taking into consideration of all impor-
tant moral factors and reasons on the basis of the facts or truths.

MORAL AUTONOMY
It is the capacity to deliberate rationally and decide what is right instead of simply following a set

of rules. It is about making decisions based on moral concern by reasoning. and is not about doing
what one feels about.It is about
Moral concern
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Acknowledging different perspectives on an ethical issue.
Rigorous application of reason
Making decision without an alien influence
Acting on that decision

Traits needed for exercising moral autonomy in engineering
It includes
-Sensitivity to moral issues
-Integrity and genuine moral concern
-Ability to identify moral problems in engineering
-Ability to assess the merits of opposing arguments
-Willingness to correct oneself ,if needed.
-Willingness to acknowledge practical difficulties.

Kohlberg’s Theory
Moral Autonomy is based on the psychology of moral development. The first psychological theory
was developed by Jean Piaget. On the basis of Piagets theory, Lawrence kohlberg developed three
main levels of moral development Which is based on the kinds of reasoning and motivation adopted
by individuals with regard to moral questions.
Kohlberg’s theory of moral development is very much related to the goals of studying ethics at college
level.Moral responsibility comes out of the foundation of early moral training given by an individual’s
parents and culture.Each level is based on the degree to which a person conforms to conventional stan-
dards of society.Each level has two stages that represent different degrees of sophistication in moral
reasoning

Stages of moral development

Pre-conventional Level:
It is nothing but self-centred attitude.In this level, right conduct is very essential for an individual
which directly benefits him. According to this level, individuals are motivated by their willingness
to avoid punishment, or by their desire to satisfy their own needs.This level is related to the moral
development of children and some adults who never want to go beyond a certain limit

Conventional Level:
As per this level the rules and norms of one’s family or group or society has been accepted as the final
standard of morality.When individuals are under this level, always want to satisfy others and also to
meet the expectations of the society and not their self interest.No adult tries to go beyond this level.

Post- Conventional Level:
This level is said to be attained when an individual recognizes the right and the wrong on the basis of
a set of principles which governing rights and the general good which are not based on self- interest or
social conventions.These individuals are called autonomous , because they only think for themselves
and also they do not agree that customs are always correct.They want to live by general principles
which are universally applied to all people.
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Criticisms of Kohlbergs theory
–Research has not supported Kohlbergs belief that the development of abstract thinking in adolescence
invariably leads people to the formation of idealistic moral principles
–Some cross-cultural psychologists argue that Kohlbergs stories and scoring system reflect a Western
emphasis on individual rights, harm, and justice that is not shared in many cultures.
–Kohlbergs early research was conducted entirely with male subjects, yet it became the basis for a
theory applied to both males and females.

Gilligan’s Theory

Carol Gilligan is an American feminist, ethicist, and psychologist best known for her work on ethical
community and ethical relationships, and certain subject-object problems in ethics.

She is a professor at New York University and a visiting professor at the University of Cambridge.
She is teaching as a visiting professor at New York University, Abu Dhabi. She is best known for her
1982 work, In a Different Voice. She is the founder of ethics of care.

Gilligan is known for her work with Lawrence Kohlberg on his stages of moral development as well
as her criticism of his approach to the stages. Despite being Kohlberg’s research assistant, Gilligan
argued that Lawrence Kohlberg’s stages of moral development were male-oriented, which limited their
ability to be generalized to females. Gilligan thus proposed her theory of stages of female moral
development based on her idea of moral voices. According to Gilligan, there are two kinds of moral
voices: that of the masculine and the feminine.

Gilligan produces her own stage theory of moral development for women. It has three major
divisions: pre-conventional, conventional, and post conventional. Gilligan produces her own stage
theory of moral development for women. It has three major divisions: pre-conventional, conventional,
and post conventional.

Consensus and Controversy means Agreement and Disagreement respectively while considering the
moral autonomy.

Consensus and Controversy
Consensus means agreement and controversy means disagreement. The consensus and the

controversies are playing the vital roles while considering the moral autonomy. When an individual
exercises the moral autonomy, he cannot get the same results as others get in applying moral autonomy.
Surely there must be some moral differences i.e. the results or verdicts will be of controversy. This
kind of disagreements is unavoidable. These disagreements require some tolerances among individuals
those who are autonomous, reasonable and responsible. As per the principle of tolerance, the goal of
teaching engineering ethics is not merely producing an agreed conformity on applying moral principles
among engineers but also to reveal the ways of promoting tolerances to apply moral autonomy. Both
the goals of engineering ethics and the goals of engineering courses have some similarities. These
similarities have to be extended with the help of exercising authority. For example, in the class room,
the teachers are having the authority over students and in the work place, the managers are having the
authority over engineers. There are two general points regarding the relationship between autonomy
and authority with reference to the class room:

• Moral autonomy and respect for the authority cannot be differentiated or separated from each
other. Moral autonomy is exercised on the basis of moral concern for other people and also
recognition of good moral reasons. Authority provides for the framework in which learning can
take place. It is based on the acceptance of authority by both the students and the professors.
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Without this acceptance, the classes cannot be conducted in a smooth way. On the other hand,
cheating will be encouraged and the trust between faculty and the students may be reduced to
some extent. These kind of deviations are due to the absence of moral views and respect for
authority. They must be coincide with each other.

• Generally a tension may arise among the individuals regarding the need for consensus about
authority and need for autonomy. This tension can be reduced by discussing openly regarding a
moral issue between students and faculty with the help of the authority.

In short, conflicts will arise between autonomy and authority, when the authority is misused. For
example, in small classes, the students are having the authority to express their own views. But when
the professor doesn’t allow them to do so, he misuses his authority. This will create some moral
problems between the students and the faculty.

MODELS OF PROFESSIONAL ROLES

The main aim of the profession of engineering is to improve the public safety, wealth and welfare.
In order to perform these functions, the engineer has to play various models to channelise his attitudes
towards the achievements of objectives. They are as follows:

1. Saviour The engineers are responsible for creating an utopian society in which everything is
possible and can be achieved without much effort This can only be achieved through technological
developments made by the engineers for safeguarding the society from poverty, inefficiency, waste and
manual labour.

2. Guardian Engineers only know the directions through which technology will be developed. So,
they should be given position of high authority based on their expertise skills in determining what is
in the best interests of the society. They should act as guardians to the technological improvements.

3. Bureaucratic Servant Engineer’s role in the management is to be the servant who receives and
translates the directive of management into better achievements. They have to solve the problems
given by the management, within the limits set by the management.

4. Social Servant The role of engineers is not only providing service to others but also their respon-
sibility to the society. The interests of the society can be expressed to the engineers either directly
or indirectly. So, the engineers, with the co-operation of the management have the work of receiving
society’s directives and satisfying the desires of the society.

5. Social enabler and Catalyst The engineer has to play a role of creating a better society and
should be the cause of making social changes. Service given by the engineers to the society includes
carrying out the social directives. Engineers are needed to help the management and the society to
understand their needs and to create decisions about technological development.

6. Game Player We cannot say that engineers are servants or masters of anyone. They are playing
the economic game rules which may be effective at a given time. Their aim is to play successfully
within the organization enjoying the happiness of technological work and the satisfaction of winning
and moving ahead in a completive world.
Self Interest
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Self interest generally refers to a focus on the needs or desires(interests) of the self. A number
of philosophical, psychological and economic theories examine the role of self-interest in motivating
human action.

Philosophical concepts include:

• Enlightened self-interest:- a philosophy which states that acting to further satisfy the interests
of others and also serves one’s own self-interest.

• Ethical egoism:- the ethical positions that the moral agents ought to do what is in their own
self-interest.

• Hedonism:- the school of ethics which argues that pleasure is the only intrinsic good.

• Individualism:- a philosophy stressing the worth of individual service.

• Rational egoism:- the position that all rational actions are chosen in one’s self-interest.

Psychological concepts include:

• Psychological egoism:- the view that humans are always motivated by self-interest.

• Narcissism:- which is an unhealthy self-absorption due to a disturbance in the sense of self.

Customs,Religion And Application Of Ethical Theories

CUSTOMS

Ethical Pluralism:

Various cultures in our pluralistic society lead to tolerance for various customs, beliefs, and outlooks.
Accordingly ethical pluralism also exists. Although many moral attitudes appear to be reasonable, the
rational and morally concerned people can not fully accept any one of the moral perspectives. There
are many varied moral values, which allow variation in the understanding and application of values by
the individuals or groups in their everyday transactions. It means that even reasonable people will not
agree on all moral issues and professional ethics.

Ethical Relativism:

According to this principle, actions are considered morally right when approved by law or custom,
and wrong when they violate the laws or customs. The deciding factor is the law or the customs of
the society.

Reasons for Acceptance Of Ethical Relativism:

The reasons professed for acceptance of ethical relativism is threefold.
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• Laws appear to be objective ways for judging values. The laws and customs tend to be definite,
clear and real, but not always. Further moral reasons allow objective criticism of laws, as being
morally lacking. For example, the Apartheid laws of South Africa violated the human rights of
the native Africans. No legal protection was available for native citizens for a long time. Now
these laws have been repealed.

• Ethical relativism assumes that the values are subjective at the cultural level. Moral standards
also vary from culture to culture. The objectivity is supported by the existing laws of that society.
The relative morality accepted, supports the virtue of tolerance of differences among societies.
This argument is also not fully acceptable. As per ethical relativism, the actions and laws of the
Nazis and Hitler who vowed on Anti-Semitism and killed several million Jews would be accepted
as right.

• Moral relationalism or moral contextualise: According to this, the moral judgements must be
made in relation to certain factors, which may vary from case to case. The morally important
factors for making judgements include the customs and laws. The virtue ethicists hold that the
practical wisdom should prevail upon assessing the facts and in the judgement.
This principle was accepted by the early anthropologists because they had a specific tendency to
over-stress the scope of moral difference between cultures. The human sacrifices and cannibalism
were accepted. But the modern anthropologists insist that all cultures shall exhibit the virtue
of social welfare and safety against needless death or physical or mental harm. Moral differences
were based on the circumstances and facts and not on the difference in moral attitudes.

RELIGION

Religions have played major roles in shaping moral views and moral values, over geographical
regions. Christianity has influenced the Western countries, Islam in the Middle-East countries, Bud-
dhism and Hinduism in Asia, and Confucianism in China. Further, there is a strong psychological
link between the moral and religious beliefs of people following various religions and faiths. Religions
support moral responsibility. They have set high moral standards. Faith in the religions provides trust
and this trust inspires people to be moral. The religions insist on tolerance and moral concern for
others. Many professionals who possess religious beliefs are motivated to be morally responsible.

Each religion lays stress on certain high moral standards. For example, Hinduism holds polytheistic
(many gods) view, and virtues of devotion and surrender to high order. Christianity believes in one
deity and emphasizes on virtues of Love, Faith, and Hope. Buddhism is non-theistic and focuses on
compassion and Islam on one deity and adherence of ishan(piety or pursuit of excellence) and prayer.
Judaism stresses the virtue of tsedakah (righteousness). But many religious sects have adopted poor
moral standards, e.g., many religious sects do not recognize equal rights for women. The right to wor-
ship is denied for some people. People are killed in the name of or to promote religion. Thus, conflicts
exist between the secular and religious people and between one religion and another. Hence,religious
views have to be morally scrutinized.

Divine Command Ethics:

As per this principle, the right action is defined by the commands by God. It implies that to be
moral, a person should believe in God and an action is right only if it is commanded by God. There
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are some difficulties in this approach, namely, (a) whether God exists or not is not clear. (b) How to
know what are the Gods commands? and (c) How to verify the genuineness of the commands? Fur-
ther, religions such as Hinduism, Islam, and Christianity accept the existence of God. But Buddhism,
Taoism, and Confucianism adopt only faith in a right path and do not believe in God.

Application of Ethical Theories

• Ethical theories aid in identifying the moral considerations or reasons that constitute a dilemma.

• It provides helpful practical guidance in moral issues towards the solution.

• They provide a precise sense of what kinds of information are relevant to solving moral problem.

• Justifying professional obligations and decisions.

• By providing frame works for development of moral arguments the theories strengthen the ability
to reach balanced and insightful judgements

• Ethical theories are useful in relating ordinary and professional morality.

Engineering as Social Experimentation

Engineering as Experimentation

Before manufacturing a product or providing a project, we make several assumptions and trials, design
and redesign and test several times till the product is observed to be functioning satisfactorily. We try
different materials and experiments. From the test data obtained we make detailed design and retests.
Several redesigns are made upon the feedback information on the performance or failure in the field or
in the factory. Besides the tests, each engineering project is modified during execution, based on the
periodical feedback on the progress and the lessons from other sources. Hence, the development of a
product or a project as a whole may be considered as an experiment

Engineering Projects VS Standard Experiments

We shall now compare the two activities, and identify the similarities and contrasts

similarities

1. Partial ignorance: The project is usually executed in partial ignorance. Uncertainties exist in the
model assumed. The behaviour of materials purchased is uncertain and not constant (that is certain!).
They may vary with the suppliers, processed lot, time, and the process used in shaping the materials
(e.g., sheet or plate, rod or wire, forged or cast or welded). There may be variations in the grain struc-
ture and its resulting failure stress. It is not possible to collect data on all variations. In some cases,
extrapolation, interpolation, assumptions of linear behaviour over the range of parameters, accelerated
testing, simulations, and virtual testing are restored.
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2. Uncertainty: The final outcomes of projects are also uncertain, as in experiments. Some times unin-
tended results, side effects (bye-products), and unsafe operation have also occurred. Unexpected risks,
such as undue seepage in a storage dam, leakage of nuclear radiation from an atomic power plant, pres-
ence of pesticides in food or soft drink bottle, an new irrigation canal spreading water-borne diseases,
and an unsuspecting hair dryer causing lung cancer on the user from the asbestos gasket used in the
product have been reported.

3. Continuous monitoring: Monitoring continually the progress and gaining new knowledge are needed
before, during, and after execution of project as in the case of experimentation. The performance
is to be monitored even during the use (or wrong use!) of the product by the end user/beneficiary.

4. Learning from the past: Engineers normally learn from their own prior designs and infer from
the analysis of operation and results, and sometimes from the reports of other engineers. But this does
not happen frequently. The absence of interest and channels of communication, ego in not seeking
information, guilty upon the failure, fear of legal actions, and mere negligence have caused many a
failure, e.g., the Titanic lacked sufficient number of life boats it had only 825 boats for the actual
passengers of 2227, the capacity of the ship being 3547! In the emergent situation, all the existing
life boats could not be launched. Forty years back, another steamship Arctic met with same tragedy
due to the same problem in the same region. But the lesson was learned. In most of the hydraulic
systems, valves had been the critical components that are least reliable. The confusion on know-
ing whether the valve was open or closed, was the cause of the Three-Mile Island accident in 1979.
Similar malfunctioning of valves and misreading of gauges have been reported to have caused the
accidents else where in some power plants. But we have not learnt the lesson from the past. The
complacency that it will not happen again and will not happen ’to me’ has lead to many disasters

Contrast

The scientific experiments in the laboratory and the engineering experiments in the filed exhibit several
contrasts as listed below:
1. Experimental control: In standard experiments, members for study are selected into two groups
namely A and B at random. Group A are given special treatment. The group B is given no treatment
and is called the controlled group. But they are placed in the same environment as the other group
A. This process is called the experimental control. This practice is adopted in the field of medicine.
In engineering, this does not happen, except when the project is confined to laboratory experiments.
This is because it is the clients or consumers who choose the product, exercise the control. It is not
possible to make a random selection of participants from various groups. In engineering, through
random sampling, the survey is made from among the users, to assess the results on the product. .

2. Humane touch: Engineering experiments involve human souls, their needs, views, expectations,
and creative use as in case of social experimentation. This point of view is not agreed by many of the
engineers. But now the quality engineers and managers have fully realized this humane aspect.

3. Informed consent: Engineering experimentation is viewed as Societal Experiment since the subject
and the beneficiary are human beings. In this respect, it is similar to medical experimentation on human
beings. In the case of medical practice, moral and legal rights have been recognized while planning for
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experimentation. Informed consent is practiced in medical experimentation. Such a practice is not there
in scientific laboratory experiments.
Informed consent has two basic elements:knowledge and Voluntariness Informed consent when bringing
an engineering product to market, implies letting the customer know the following: (a) the knowledge
about the product (b) risks and benefits of using the product and (c) all relevant information on the
product, such as how to use and how not to use (dos and donts). The relevant factual information
implies, that the engineers are obliged to obtain and assess all the available information related to the
fulfilment of ones moral obligations (i.e., wrong or immoral use of a product one designs), including
the intended and unintended impacts of the product, on the society. Still there exists a possibility
of a large gap of understanding between the experimenter and the subjects (public). Sometimes, the
managements have not been willing to disseminate the full information about the project or product
beyond the legal requirements, because of the fear of potential competitions and likely exposure to
potential litigation.

People object to involuntary risks wherein the affected individual is neither a direct participant nor
a decision maker. In short, we prefer to be the subjects of our own experiments rather than those
of somebody else. If it is an asbestos plant or nuclear plant to be approved, affected parties expect
their consent to be obtained. But they are ready to accept voluntary risks as in the case of stunts and
amazing races.

In case of Koodangulam power project as well as the Sethusamudram Canal Project, Tamil Nadu,
several citizen groups including Fishermen Forums have responded. The Central government was able
contain many harsh apprehensions and protracted legal and political battles, by providing all relevant
information.
Knowledge gained: Not much of new knowledge is developed in engineering experiments as in the case
of scientific experiments in the laboratory. Engineering experiments at the most help us to (a) verify
the adequacy of the design, (b) to check the stability of the design parameters, and (c) prepare for the
unexpected outcomes, in the actual field environments. From the models tested in the laboratory to
the pilot plant tested in the field, there are differences in performance as well as other outcomes

Engineers as Responsible Experimenters

Although the engineers facilitate experiments, they are not alone in the field. Their responsibility is
shared with the organizations, people, government, and others. No doubt the engineers share a greater
responsibility while monitoring the projects, identifying the risks, and informing the clients and the
public with facts. Based on this, they can take decisions to participate or protest or promote. The
engineer, as an experimenter, owe several responsibilities to the society, namely,
1. A conscientious commitment to live by moral values.
2. A comprehensive perspective on relevant information. It includes constant awareness of the progress
of the experiment and readiness to monitor the side effects, if any.
3. Unrestricted free-personal involvement in all steps of the project/product development (autonomy).
4. Be accountable for the results of the project (accountability). Conscientiousness
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Conscientiousness

Conscientious moral commitment means: (a) Being sensitive to full range of moral values and respon-
sibilities relevant to the prevailing situation and (b) the willingness to develop the skill and put efforts
needed to reach the best balance possible among those considerations. In short, engineers must possess
open eyes, open ears, and an open mind (i.e., moral vision, moral listening, and moral reasoning). This
makes the engineers as social experimenters, respect foremost the safety and health of the affected,
while they seek to enrich their knowledge, rush for the profit, follow the rules, or care for only the
beneficiary. The human rights of the participant should be protected through voluntary and informed
consent.

Comprehensive Perspective

The engineer should grasp the context of his work and ensure that the work involved results in only
moral ends. One should not ignore his conscience, if the product or project that he is involved will result
in damaging the nervous system of the people (or even the enemy, in case of weapon development) A
product has a built-in obsolete or redundant component to boost sales with a false claim. In possessing
of the perspective of factual information, the engineer should exhibit a moral concern and not agree
for this design. Sometimes, the guilt is transferred to the government or the competitors. Some
organizations think that they will let the government find the fault or let the fraudulent competitor
be caught first. Finally, a full-scale environmental or social impact study of the product or project by
individual engineers is useful but not possible, in practice.

Moral Autonomy

A detailed discussion is available in 2.5. Viewing engineering as social experimentation, and antici-
pating unknown consequences should promote an attitude of questioning about the adequacy of the
existing economic and safety standards. This proves a greater sense of personal involvement in ones
work.

Accountability

The term Accountability means: 1. The capacity to understand and act on moral reasons
2. Willingness to submit ones actions to moral scrutiny and be responsive to the assessment of others.
It includes being answerable for meeting specific obligations, i.e., liable to justify (or give reasonable
excuses) the decisions, actions or means, and outcomes (sometimes unexpected), when required by
the stakeholders or by law. The tug-of-war between of causal influence by the employer and moral
responsibility of the employee is quite common in professions. In the engineering practice, the problems
are: (a) The fragmentation of work in a project inevitably makes the final products lie away from the
immediate work place, and lessens the personal responsibility of the employee.
(b) Further the responsibilities diffuse into various hierarchies and to various people. Nobody gets the
real feel of personal responsibility.
(c) Often projects are executed one after another. An employee is more interested in adherence of
tight schedules rather than giving personal care for the current project.
(d) More litigation is to be faced by the engineers (as in the case of medical practitioners). This makes
them wary of showing moral concerns beyond what is prescribed by the institutions. In spite of all
these shortcomings, engineers are expected to face the risk and show up personal responsibility as the
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profession demands

Code Of Ethics

The codes of ethics exhibit, rights, duties, and obligations of the members of a profession and a
professional society. The codes exhibit the following essential roles:

1. Inspiration and guidance. The codes express the collective commitment of the profession to
ethical conduct and public good and thus inspire the individuals. They identify primary respon-
sibilities and provide statements and guidelines on interpretations for the professionals and the
professional societies.

2. Support to engineers. The codes give positive support to professionals for taking stands on moral
issues. Further they serve as potential legal support to discharge professional obligations.

3. Deterrence (discourage to act immorally) and discipline (regulate to act morally). The codes
serve as the basis for investigating unethical actions. The professional societies sometimes revoke
membership or suspend/expel the members, when proved to have acted unethical. This sanction
along with loss of respect from the colleagues and the society are bound to act as deterrent.

4. Education and mutual understanding. Codes are used to prompt discussion and reflection on
moral issues. They develop a shared understanding by the professionals, public, and the gov-
ernment on the moral responsibilities of the engineers. The Board of Review of the professional
societies encourages moral discussion for educational purposes.

5. Create good public image. The codes present positive image of the committed profession to the
public, help the engineers to serve the public effectively. They promote more of self regulation
and lessen the government regulations. This is bound to raise the reputation of the profession
and the organization, in establishing the trust of the public.

6. Protect the status quo. They create minimum level of ethical conduct and promotes agreement
within the profession. Primary obligation namely the safety, health, and welfare of the public,
declared by the codes serves and protects the public.

7. Promotes business interests. The codes offer inspiration to the entrepreneurs, establish shared
standards, healthy competition, and maximize profit to investors, employees, and consumers.

Limitations: The codes are not remedy for all evils. They have many limitations, namely:

1. General and vague wordings. Many statements are general in nature and hence unable to solve
all problems.

2. Not applicable to all situations. Codes are not sacred, and need not be accepted without criticism.
Tolerance for criticisms of the codes themselves should be allowed.
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3. Often have internal conflicts. Many times, the priorities are clearly spelt out, e.g., codes forbid
public remarks critical of colleagues (engineers), but they actually discovered a major bribery,
which might have caused a huge loss to the exchequer.

4. They can not be treated as final moral authority for professional conduct. Codes have flaws by
commission and omission. There are still some grey areas undefined by codes. They can not
be equated to laws. After all, even laws have loopholes and they invoke creativity in the legal
practitioners.

5. Only a few enroll as members in professional society and non-members can not be compelled.

6. Even as members of the professional society, many are unaware of the codes.

7. Different societies have different codes. The codes can not be uniform or same! Unifying the
codes may not necessarily solve the problems prevailing various professions, but attempts are
still made towards this unified codes.

8. Codes are said to be coercive. They are sometimes claimed to be threatening and forceful.

A Balanced Outlook On Law

The balanced outlook on law in engineering practice stresses the necessity of laws and regulations
and also their limitations in directing and controlling the engineering practice. Laws are necessary
because, people are not fully responsible by themselves and because of the competitive nature of the
free enterprise, which does not encourage moral initiatives. Laws are needed to provide a minimum
level of compliance. The following codes are typical examples of how they were enforced in the past:

Code for Builders by Hammurabi

Hummurabi the king of Babylon in 1758 framed the following code for the builders:
”If a builder has built a house for a man and has not made his work sound and the house which he has
built has fallen down and caused the death of the householder, that builder shall be put to death. If
it causes the death of the householders son, they shall put that builders son to death. If it causes the
death of the householders slave, he shall give slave for slave to the householder. If it destroys property,
he shall replace anything it has destroyed; and because he has not made the house sound which he has
built and it has fallen down, he shall rebuild the house which has fallen down from his own property.
If a builder has built a house for a man and does not make his work perfect and the wall bulges, that
builder shall put that wall in sound condition at his own cost.”
This code was expected to put in self-regulation seriously in those years.

Steam Boat Code in USA

Whenever there is crisis we claim that there ought to be law to control this. Whenever there is a fire
accident in a factory or fire crackers store house or boat capsize we make this claim, and soon forget.
Laws are meant to be interpreted for minimal compliance. On the other hand, laws when amended
or updated continuously, would be counter productive. Laws will always lag behind the technological
development. The regulatory or inspection agencies such as Environmental authority of India can play
a major role by framing rules and enforcing compliance.
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In the early 19th century, a law was passed in USA to provide for inspection of the safety of boilers
and engines in ships. It was amended many times and now the standards formulated by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers are followed.

Proper Role of Laws

Good laws when enforced effectively produce benefits. They establish minimal standards of professional
conduct and provide a motivation to people. Further they serve as moral support and defence for the
people who are willing to act ethically.
Thus, it is concluded that:

1. The rules which govern engineering practice should be construed as of responsible experimenta-
tion rather than rules of a game. This makes the engineer responsible for the safe conduct of the
experiment.

2. Precise rules and sanctions are suitable in case of ethical misconduct that involves the violation of
established engineering procedures, which are aimed at the safety and the welfare of the public.

3. In situations where the experimentation is large and time consuming, the rules must not try to
cover all possible outcomes, and they should not compel the engineers to follow rigid courses of
action.

4. The regulation should be broad, but make engineers accountable for their decisions

5. Through their professional societies, the engineers can facilitate framing the rules, amend wher-
ever necessary, and enforce them, but without giving-in for conflicts of interest.

Challenger Case Study

What Happened

The orbiter of the Challenger had three main engines fuelled by liquid hydrogen. The fuel was carried
in an external fuel tank which was jettisoned when empty. During lift-off, the main engines fire for
about nine minutes, although initially the thrust was provided by the two booster rockets. These
booster rockets are of the solid fuel type, each burning a million pound load of aluminium, potassium
chloride, and iron oxide.
The casing of each booster rocket is about 150 feet long and 12 feet in diameter. This consists of
cylindrical segments that are assembled at the launch site. There are four-field joints and they use
seals consisting of pairs of O-rings made of vulcanized rubber. The O-rings work with a putty barrier
made of zinc chromate.
The engineers were employed with Rockwell International (manufacturers for the orbiter and main
rocket), Morton-Thiokol (maker of booster rockets), and they worked for NASA. After many post-
ponements, the launch of Challenger was set for morning of Jan 28, 1986. Allan J. McDonald was an
engineer from Morton-Thiokol and the director of the Solid Rocket Booster Project. He was skeptic
about the freezing temperature conditions forecast for that morning, which was lower than the previ-
ous launch conditions. A teleconference between NASA engineers and MT engineers was arranged by
Allan.
Arnold Thompson and Roger Boisjoly, the seal experts at MT explained to the other engineers how
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the booster rocket walls would bulge upon launch and combustion gases can blow past the O-rings of
the field joints.
On many of the previous flights the rings have been found to have charred and eroded. In freezing
temperature, the rings and the putty packing are less pliable. From the past data gathered, at tem-
perature less than 65 F the O-rings failure was certain. But these data were not deliberated at that
conference as the launch time was fast approaching.
The engineering managers Bob Lund and Joe Kilminster agreed that there was a safety problem.
Boisjoly testified and recommended that no launch should be attempted with temperature less than
53 F. These managers were annoyed to postpone the launch yet again. The top management of MT
was planning for the renewal of contract with NASA, for making booster rocket. The managers told
Bob Lund to take-off the engineering hat and put on your management hat. The judgement of the
engineers was not given weightage. The inability of these engineers to substantiate that the launch
would be unsafe was taken by NASA as an approval by Rockwell to launch. At 11.38 a.m. the rockets
along with Challenger rose up the sky. The cameras recorded smoke coming out of one of the filed
joints on the right booster rocket. Soon there was a flame that hit the external fuel tank. At 76 sec-
onds into the flight, the Challenger at a height of 10 miles was totally engulfed in a fireball. The crew
cabin fell into the ocean killing all the seven aboard. Some of the factual issues, conceptual issues and
moral/normative issues in the space shuttle challenger incident, are highlighted hereunder for further
study.
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Moral/Normative Issues

1. The crew had no escape mechanism. Douglas, the engineer, designed an abort module to allow
the separation of the orbiter, triggered by a field-joint leak. But such a safe exit was rejected as too
expensive, and because of an accompanying reduction in payload.
2. The crew were not informed of the problems existing in the field joints. The principle of informed
consent was not followed.
3. Engineers gave warning signals on safety. But the management group prevailed over and ignored
the warning.
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Conceptual Issues

1. NASA counted that the probability of failure of the craft was one in one lakh launches. But it was
expected that only the 100000th launch will fail.
2. There were 700 criticality-1 items, which included the field joints. A failure in any one of them
would have caused the tragedy. No back-up or stand-bye had been provided for these criticality-1
components.

Factual/Descriptive Issues

1. Field joints gave way in earlier flights. But the authorities felt the risk is not high.
2. NASA has disregarded warnings about the bad weather, at the time of launch, because they wanted
to complete the project, prove their supremacy, get the funding from Government.
continued and get an applaud from the President of USA. 3. The inability of the Rockwell Engineers
(manufacturer) to prove that the lift-off was unsafe. This was interpreted by the NASA, as an approval
by Rockwell to launch.

Multinational Companies

A multinational company is one which is incorporated in one country (called the home country); but
whose operations extend beyond the home country and which carries on business in other countries
(called the host countries) in addition to the home country. It must be emphasized that the head-
quarters of a multinational company are located in the home country. Some popular examples of
multinationals are given below:

mnc.JPG

Features of Multinational Corporations

(i) Huge Assets and Turnover: Because of operations on a global basis, MNCs have huge physical and
financial assets. This also results in huge turnover (sales) of MNCs. In fact, in terms of assets and
turnover, many MNCs are bigger than national economies of several countries.

(ii) International Operations Through a Network of Branches: MNCs have production and market-
ing operations in several countries; operating through a network of branches, subsidiaries and affiliates
in host countries.
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(iii) Unity of Control: MNCs are characterized by unity of control. MNCs control business activities
of their branches in foreign countries through head office located in the home country. Managements
of branches operate within the policy framework of the parent corporation.

(iv) Mighty Economic Power: MNCs are powerful economic entities. They keep on adding to their
economic power through constant mergers and acquisitions of companies, in host countries.

(v) Advanced and Sophisticated Technology: Generally, a MNC has at its command advanced and
sophisticated technology. It employs capital intensive technology in manufacturing and marketing.
(vi) Professional Management: A MNC employs professionally trained managers to handle huge funds,
advanced technology and international business operations.
(vii)Aggressive Advertising and Marketing: MNCs spend huge sums of money on advertising and mar-
keting to secure international business. This is, perhaps, the biggest strategy of success of MNCs.
Because of this strategy, they are able to sell whatever products/services, they produce/generate.

(viii) Better Quality of Products: A MNC has to compete on the world level. It, therefore, has to
pay special attention to the quality of its products.

Advantages and Limitations of MNCs:

We propose to examine the advantages and limitations of MNCs from the viewpoint of the host coun-
try. In fact, advantages of MNCs make for the case in favour of MNCs; while limitations of MNCs
become the case against MNCs.

ADVANTAGES

(i) Employment Generation: MNCs create large scale employment opportunities in host countries.
This is a big advantage of MNCs for countries; where there is a lot of unemployment.

(ii) Automatic Inflow of Foreign Capital: MNCs bring in much needed capital for the rapid devel-
opment of developing countries. In fact, with the entry of MNCs, inflow of foreign capital is automatic.
As a result of the entry of MNCs, India e.g. has attracted foreign investment with several million dollars.

(iii) Proper Use of Idle Resources: Because of their advanced technical knowledge, MNCs are in a
position to properly utilise idle physical and human resources of the host country. This results in an
increase in the National Income of the host country.

(iv) Improvement in Balance of Payment Position: MNCs help the host countries to increase their
exports. As such, they help the host country to improve upon its Balance of Payment position.

(vi) Technical Development: MNCs carry the advantages of technical development 10 host coun-
tries. In fact, MNCs are a vehicle for transference of technical development from one country to
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another. Because of MNCs poor host countries also begin to develop technically.

(vii) Managerial Development: MNCs employ latest management techniques. People employed by
MNCs do a lot of research in management. In a way, they help to professionalize management along
latest lines of management theory and practice. This leads to managerial development in host countries.

(viii) End of Local Monopolies: The entry of MNCs leads to competition in the host countries.
Local monopolies of host countries either start improving their products or reduce their prices. Thus
MNCs put an end to exploitative practices of local monopolists. As a matter of fact, MNCs compel
domestic companies to improve their efficiency and quality. In India, many Indian companies acquired
ISO-9000 quality certificates, due to fear of competition posed by MNCs.

(ix) Improvement in Standard of Living: By providing super quality products and services, MNCs
help to improve the standard of living of people of host countries.

(x) Promotion of international brotherhood and culture: MNCs integrate economies of various
nations with the world economy. Through their international dealings, MNCs promote international
brotherhood and culture; and pave way for world peace and prosperity.

LIMITATIONS
(i) Employment Generation: MNCs create large scale employment opportunities in host countries.

This is a big advantage of MNCs for countries; where there is a lot of unemployment.

(ii) Automatic Inflow of Foreign Capital: MNCs bring in much needed capital for the rapid devel-
opment of developing countries. In fact, with the entry of MNCs, inflow of foreign capital is automatic.
As a result of the entry of MNCs, India e.g. has attracted foreign investment with several million dollars.

(iii) Proper Use of Idle Resources: Because of their advanced technical knowledge, MNCs are in a
position to properly utilise idle physical and human resources of the host country. This results in an
increase in the National Income of the host country.

(iv) Improvement in Balance of Payment Position: MNCs help the host countries to increase their
exports. As such, they help the host country to improve upon its Balance of Payment position.

(vi) Technical Development: MNCs carry the advantages of technical development 10 host coun-
tries. In fact, MNCs are a vehicle for transference of technical development from one country to
another. Because of MNCs poor host countries also begin to develop technically.

(vii) Managerial Development: MNCs employ latest management techniques. People employed by
MNCs do a lot of research in management. In a way, they help to professionalize management along
latest lines of management theory and practice. This leads to managerial development in host countries.

(viii) End of Local Monopolies: The entry of MNCs leads to competition in the host countries.
Local monopolies of host countries either start improving their products or reduce their prices. Thus
MNCs put an end to exploitative practices of local monopolists. As a matter of fact, MNCs compel
domestic companies to improve their efficiency and quality. In India, many Indian companies acquired
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ISO-9000 quality certificates, due to fear of competition posed by MNCs.

(ix) Improvement in Standard of Living: By providing super quality products and services, MNCs
help to improve the standard of living of people of host countries.

(x) Promotion of international brotherhood and culture: MNCs integrate economies of various
nations with the world economy. Through their international dealings, MNCs promote international
brotherhood and culture; and pave way for world peace and prosperity.

Computer Ethics

Computer ethics is a part of practical philosophy which concerns with how computing professionals
should make decisions regarding professional and social conduct.Computer ethics primarily enforces
the ethical implementation and use of computing resources. It includes methods and procedures to
avoid infringing copyrights, trademarks and the unauthorized distribution of digital content. Computer
ethics also entails the behaviour and approach of a human operator, workplace ethics and compliance
with the ethical standards that surround computer use.The core issues surrounding computer ethics
are based on the scenarios arising from the use of the Internet, such as Internet privacy, the publication
of copyrighted content and user interaction with websites, software and related services.

Ten Commandments of Computer Ethics

The Ten Commandments of Computer Ethics were created in 1992 by the Computer Ethics Insti-
tute.[1] The commandments were introduced in the paper ”In Pursuit of a ’Ten Commandments’ for
Computer Ethics” by Ramon C. Barquin as a means to create ”a set of standards to guide and instruct
people in the ethical use of computers.”[2] They follow Internet Advisory Board’s memo on ethics from
1987. Following are ten commandments
1.Thou shall not use a computer to harm other people. 2.Thou shall not interfere with other people’s
computer work.
3.Thou shall not snoop around in other people’s computer files.
4.Thou shall not use a computer to steal.
5.Thou shall not use a computer to bear false witness.
6.Thou shall not copy or use proprietary software for which you have not paid (without permission).
7.Thou shall not use other people’s computer resources without authorization or proper compensation.
8.Thou shall not appropriate other people’s intellectual output.
9.Thou shall think about the social consequences of the program you are writing or the system you
are designing.
10.Thou shall always use a computer in ways that ensure consideration and respect for your fellow
humans.

Environmental Ethics

Environmental ethics is the part of environmental philosophy which considers extending the traditional
boundaries of ethics from solely including humans to including the non-human world. It exerts influence
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on a large range of disciplines including environmental law, environmental sociology, ecotheology,
ecological economics, ecology and environmental geography.In environmental ethics we will address
many questions like Should humans continue to make gasoline-powered vehicles?, What environmental
obligations do humans need to keep for future generations? , Is it right for humans to knowingly cause
the extinction of a species for the convenience of humanity? etc.We can look into environment ethics
by considering idea of moral standing.To ask if an entity has moral standing is to ask whether the
well-being of that entity should be taken into account by others; it is also to ask whether that entity has
moral value or worth and whether it can make moral claims on other beings. Moral standing is often
a key topic in debates about animal rights and within bioethics, medical ethics, and environmental
ethics.

Extending Moral Standing

the most fundamental question that must be asked when regarding a particular environmental ethic is
simply, what obligations do we have concerning the natural environment? If the answer is simply that
we, as human beings, will perish if we do not constrain our actions towards nature, then that ethic
is considered to be anthropocentric.” Anthropocentrism literally means human-centeredness,”.Some
thinkers have claimed that this extension should run to sentient animals, others to individual living
organisms, and still others to holistic entities such as rivers, species and ecosystems.Under these ethics,
we have obligations in respect of the environment because we actually owe things to the creatures or
entities within the environment them themselves.

Human beings

Despite their human-centeredness, anthropocentric environmental ethics have nevertheless played a
part in the extension of moral standing. This extension has not been to the non-human natural world
though, but instead to human beings who do not yet exist. The granting of moral standing to future
generations has been considered necessary because of the fact that many environmental problems, such
as climate change and resource depletion, will act future humans much more than they act present ones.
Moreover, it is evident that the actions and policies that we as contemporary humans undertake will
have a great impact on the well-being of future individuals. In light of these facts, some philosophers
have founded their environmental ethics on obligations to these future generations

Animals

Peter Singer and Tom Regan are the most famous proponents of the view that we should extend moral
standing to other species of animal. While both develop quite different animal ethics, their reasons
for according moral status to animals are fairly similar. According to Singer, the criterion for moral
standing is sentience: the capacity to feel pleasure and pain (Singer, 1974). For Regan , on the other
hand, moral standing should be acknowledged in all subjects-of-a-life”: that is, those beings with
beliefs, desires, perception, memory, emotions, a sense of future and the ability to initiate action

Individual Living Organisms

To understand extension of moral standing to ”individual living organisms” , we can consider a famous
thought experiment known as last-human scenario” .The thought experiment asks us to consider a
situation, such as the aftermath of a nuclear holocaust, where the only surviving human being is faced
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with the only surviving tree of its species. If the individual chops down the tree, no human would be
harmed by its destruction. For our purposes we should alter the example and say that all animals have
also perished in the holocaust. If this amendment is made, we can go further and say that no conscious
being would be harmed by the tree’s destruction. Would this individual be wrong to destroy the tree?
According to a human or animal-centered ethic, it is hard to see why such destruction would be wrong.
And yet, many of us have the strong intuition that the individual would act wrongly by chopping down
the tree. For some environmental philosophers, this intuition suggests that moral standing should be
extended beyond conscious life to include individual living organisms, such as trees.

Holistic Entities

Albert Schweitzer can be regarded as the most prominent philosophical influence for thinkers who
grant moral standing to all individual living things, Aldo Leopold is undoubtedly the main influence
on those who propose holistic” ethics. Aldo Leopold’s land ethic” demands that we stop treating the
land as a mere object or resource. For Leopold, land is not merely soil. In- stead, land is a fountain
of energy, owing through a circuit of soils, plants and animals. While food chains conduct the energy
upwards from the soil, death and decay returns the energy back to the soil. Thus, the flow of energy
relies on a complex structure of relations between living things. While evolution gradually changes
these relations, Leopold argues that man’s interventions have been much more violent and destructive.
In order to preserve the relations within the land, Leopold claims that we must move towards a land
ethic”,thereby granting moral standing to the land community itself, not just its individual members.
This culminates in Leopold’s famous ethical injunction: A thing is right when it tends to preserve the
integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise”.

Engineers As Managers

There may be several reasons for engineers going on into management.

1. The belief that management is commonsense and doesn’t require knowledge

2. Well planned decision

The professional responsibilities of a manager are different, at times even at odds with that of an
engineer. It is necessary that an engineer keeps this in mind when he takes the managerial role. The
first major difference that an engineer transitioning to a managerial role with will be in the extent of
responsibilities engineers are obliged to exercise ethics conduct in their professional practice.

Consulting Engineers

Consulting Engineering is a professional service that provides independent expertise in
engineering, science and related areas to government, industries, developers etc. Most consulting
engineering services are offered through consulting engineering companies, but are also frequently
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offered by side practitioners. Consulting engineering companies can range from a partnership of two
people to multinational corporations with thousands of employees.

Within a consulting engineering firm projects are usually carried out by teams that are comprised
of a variety of professions and disciplines in addition to engineers and technologists, but the team
leader is usually a professional engineer. Large firms may be able to assemble the entire team fro
within their ranks, whereas smaller firms may need to partner with other firms.

In consulting engineering there are opportunities for engineers and other professionals with a wide
variety of technical skills. Here we can find people with

• Every kind of technical specialization

• A wide range of ages and experience levels

• Business, financial and administrative expertise

• Construction knowledge and experience

• Managerial experience

• Business development skills

• Project managers

Engineers As Expert Witnesses And Advisors

Professional engineers may be called upon to appear as expert witnesses in court proceedings,
public inquiries, coroners’ inquests and other judicial and quasi-judicial hearings. They may not be
aware of the variety of legal and quasi-legal hearings and actions in which they may be involved, the
obligations and conduct expected to them in and before such proceedings, the procedures they must
follow and the risks associated with their participation.

Unlike fact witnesses whose testimony can describe only personal observations, experience or
knowledge, expert witnesses are allowed, even expected to express opinions about matters in which
they have been accepted as having special knowledge that the average person does not posses.
Expert witnesses are needed to interpret technical information for people who do not have the
knowledge to evaluate it. In keeping with this role, engineer as expert witness must ensure that the
evidence presented is understandable, reasonable, balanced and substantiated by the evidence.

The duties and responsibilities of expert witness include:

• Expert witnesses presented to court should be the independent product of the expert
uninfluenced as to form or content by exigencies of litigation.

• An expert witness should provide independent assistance to court by way of objective unbiased
opinions

• He/she should state the facts or assumptions upon which his opinion is biased.

• An expert witness should make it clear when a particular question or issue falls outside his
expertise.
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Moral Leadership

A leader is one who guides,who shows the way by example.An effective leader must have
the ability to persuade others.In order to be able to persuade others to follow a course of
action ,a leader must have personal integrity.Moral leadership is a very difficult kind of
leadership.Rather than aspiring to being followed ,moral leaders aim to serve.Instead of
showcasing their skills,moral leader tend to develop the skills and capacity of others.moral
leadership is not about the rank-any person holding any position can be a moral leader,but
such leaders are characterized by deep sense of ethics and are driven by core ideals and
motivated by the pursuit of a higher purpose.

Moral leadership is about particular capacities and skills.Moral leaders must know how to
manage themselves,how to temper their egos and how to act with nobility and rectitude.They
are visionary and affect personal change.They also have a highly developed sense of emotional
intelligence and master key social skills.They work to overcome obstacles and are skilled at the
art of consultation.They build consensus,navigate diversity and establish unity

Institution Of Electronics And Telecommunication Engineers(IETE)

It is a leading professional society in India,which was founded in 1953.As a professional body of
Electronics and Telecommunication, Computer Science and IT professionals, it is devoted for the
development of Science, technology,Electronics,Telecommunication and IT.The institution provides
leadership in Scientific and Technical areas of direct importance to the national development and econ-
omy.Government of India recognized IETE as a Scientific and Industrial Research Organization(SIRO)
and also notified as an Educational Institution of National Eminence.

The objectives of IETE focus on advancing electro-technology.It conducts conferences, symposia
etc, publishes technical journals and provides continuing education as well as career advancement
opportunities to its members.IETE conducts both the Graduate (AMIETE) and Diploma (DIPIETE)
Examination in Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering, Computer Science and Engineering
and Information Technology streams.It also conducts postgraduate level course ALCCS (Advanced
Level Course in Computer Science), which is as equivalent to M. Tech in Computer Science.Trivandrum,
Kochi and Palakkad are the IETE centres in Kerala.
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Leadership

A leader must possess a set of clearly defined convections and daring skill to translate their vision into
reality.Leadership skills are very important for the success of any organization as leadership training
and development can maximize productivity and promote harmony.Some of the good leadership skills
involve commitment and resolve driving every aspect of organization towards a single unified purpose.

Proper recruitment or selection of employees is essential for the success of any organization.So the
selection should be done based on interview,skill test,personality test etc.Proper employee recruitment
is also important for the development of any organization,since it reflects on the work.

Framework for analyzing Leadership

The leadership framework consists of three elements-Leader,Follower and Situation.

• Leader : The traits of the leader,his expertise and his societal positions are key factors.

• Followers : The shared values,norms and extend of bonding between the followers influence how
they perform as a group and how they respond to their leader.

• Situation : Nature of the goal to be attained, the level of stress, the stakes and general environ-
ment make each situation unique.The interaction between leader and followers depend largely on
the situation.

Importance of Leader’s Vision

A clear and well communicated vision is essential for a leader to gain support and for followers
to understand a leader’s goals.A vision is defined as a clear,distinctive and specific view of the future
and is usually connected with strategic advances for the organization.Effective leaders clearly define a
vision and communicate their vision of the organization. A strong leader builds trust in the vision by
acting in ways that are consistent with it and by demonstrating to others what it takes to make the
vision a reality.Vision is an essential component of an organization’s success.A thriving organization
will have a vision indicating the direction that the company is heading.

Vision also plays a significant role in a leader’s strategy for the organization.By setting the direction,a
vision underscores the necessity of the areas of business,working towards the same goal.A vision reduces
ambiguity and provides focus.

Vision

A vision is a mental picture of what an organization aspires to become. A vision is defined as a
clear, distinctive, and specific view of the future, and is usually connected with strategic advances
for the organization. Effective leaders clearly define a vision and communicate it in such a way as to
foster enthusiasm and commitment throughout the organization.In the literature concerning leadership,
vision has a variety of definitions, all of which include a mental image or picture, a future orientation,
and aspects of direction or goal. Vision provides guidance to an organization by articulating what it
wishes to attain. It serves as ”a signpost pointing the way for all who need to understand what the
organization is and where it intends to go” (Nanus, 1992). By providing a picture, vision not only
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describes an organization’s direction or goal, but also the means of accomplishing it. It guides the work
of the organization. Seeley (1992) describes vision as a ”goal-oriented mental construct that guides
people’s behaviour.” Vision is a picture of the future for which people are willing to work.

Characteristics needed for a vision: ” right vision” has five characteristics: attracts commitment
and energizes people, creates meaning in workers’ lives, establishes a standard of excellence, bridges
the present to the future, and transcends the status quo Characteristics needed for a vision are Clear,
Challenging , General, People oriented, Inspiring, Easily communicated

why leaders need vision: The leader’s job is to set the organization’s vision. Once it is established,
staff must be brought into in the execution and implementation of that vision. Personal leadership and
motivational leadership are the same. To lead others successfully, you must first become a role model.
Leadership is about doing whats right. Leadership is not about doing whats popular. Corporate
results will be based on your ability to be authentic and have integrity.As the leader, your vision
paints the target. It sparks and fuels the fire within the organization and draws everyone forward,
and it illuminates the way others are to follow. When you create the vision, adopt a philosophy of
long-term, pro-active thinking. Let everyone know how the vision will change the organization.

Selecting the right leader requires many considerations:

The persons ability to build trust, Ability to motivate others , Level of emotional intelligence, Strong
communication and listening skill etc.

Essential Attributes for Picking Good Leaders: Integrity, Empathy, Emotional Intelligence,
Vision, Judgement, Courage, Passion

Integrity Integrity is the fundamental leadership attribute.Integrity is the fundamental attribute
that keeps everything else secure. Without integrity, things break down fast. As a result it fosters
trust which leads to higher productivity.

Empathy Defined as a fundamental ability to tune in to others, ”it is critical for leadership for
many reasons. Combined with integrity, it drives trust. It gives followers a sense that their interests
are being looked after, and this creates positive energy. Followers who sense that a leader appreciates
them are motivated to carry out their duties in a more committed way.

Emotional Intelligence This is self-mastery or the ability to perceive, control, and improve the
connection between what we feel and the way we act. Its about self-awareness. Do I know myself?
Can I control myself? Do I look for ways to improve?

Vision A frequently abused term, vision starts with imagination and an inquisitive mind. Vision-
ary leaders are good storytellers who are capable of weaving together interesting connections. Vision
provides direction.

Judgment Good judgment is good decision making. This sounds simple enough, but the origins of
how and why people make the decisions they do are actually quite complex. Its the ability to zero in
on whats important, see the whole chessboard, and take decisive action.
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Courage There is always conflict. Leadership means being on the front line of those conflicts. It
means facing conflicts, mediating and shaping them, sometimes at the risk of great personal cost or
freedom. How often does a fear of standing out inhibit your ability to do the right thing?

Passion A leaders passion or drive is important because it creates positive energy. They attract
followers and act as catalysts for the formation of highly motivated teams. High energy and enthusiasm
are signs of passion but the trick is to determine where that fire comes from and is the leader in it just
for themselves. There is a balance to be maintained with the other six attributes.

Leadership Development

Leadership development expands the capacity of individuals to perform in leadership roles within
organizations. Leadership roles are those that facilitate execution of a company’s strategy through:
building alignment, winning mindshare and growing the capabilities of others. Leadership roles may
be formal, with the corresponding authority to make decisions and take responsibility, or they may be
informal roles with little official authority (e.g., a member of a team who influences team engagement,
purpose and direction; a lateral peer who must listen and negotiate through influence). Leadership
development is key to business success. A study by the centre of creative leadership revealed that 65
percent of companies with mature leadership development programs effectively drove improved business
results as compared to 6 percent of companies without such a program. Similarly, 86 percentage of
companies with leadership development programs responded rapidly to changing market conditions
whereas only 52 percentage of companies with immature programs were able to do so.

Elements of Leadership Development are, Determine the Best Leadership Style for Your Or-
ganization , Identify Current and Potential Leaders Within the Company, Identify Leadership Gaps,
Develop Succession Plans for Critical Roles ,Develop Career Planning Goals for Potential Leaders,
Develop a Skills Roadmap for Future Leaders, Develop Retention Programs for Current and Future
Leaders
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Leadership Styles

There are different styles of leadership.The prominent 6 styles are:

1.Pacesetting Leader

The Pacesetting leader expects and models excellence and self direction.If this style were summed
up in one phrase,it would be” Do as I do now”.The Pacesetting style works best when the team is
already motivated and skilled, and the leader needs quick results.Used extensively,however this style
can overwhelm team members and squelch innovation.

2. Authoritative leader

The Authoritative leader mobilizes the team towards a common vision and focuses on end goals,leaving
the means up to each individual.If this style were summed up in one phrase,it would be ”Come with
me”.The Authoritative style works best when the team needs a new vision because circumstances have
changed or when explicit guidance is not required.Authoritative leaders inspire an entrepreneurial spirit
and vibrant enthusiasm for the mission.It is not the best fit when the leader is working with team of
experts who know more than him or her.

3.Affiliative leader

The Affiliative leader works to create emotional bonds that brings a feeling of bonding and belonging
to the organization.If this style were summed up in one phrase,it would be”People come first”.The
Affiliative style works best in time of stress;when team-mates needs to heal from a trauma,or when
team needs to rebuild trust.This style should not be used exclusively,because a sole reliance on praise
and nurturing can foster mediocre performance and lack of direction.

4.Coaching Leader

The Coaching leader develops people for the future.If this style were summed up in one phrase,it
would be ”Try this”.The Coaching style works best when the leader wants to help teammates build
lasting personal strengths that make them more successful overall.It is least effective when teammates
are defiant and unwilling to change or learn,or if the leader lacks proficiency.

5.Coercive leader

The Coercive leader demands immediate compliance.If this style were summed up in one phrase,it
would be ”Do what I tell you”.The Coercive style is most effective in time of crisis,such as in a company
tournament or a takeover attempt ,or during an actual emergency like a tornado or a fire.This style
can also help control a team-mate,who creates problems, when everything else has failed.However,it
should be avoided in almost every other case because it can alternate people and stifle flexibility and
inventiveness.

6.Democratic leader
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The Democratic leader builds consensus through participation.If this were summed up in one
phrase,it would be ”What do you think?”.The Democratic style is most effective when the leader
needs the team to buy into or have ownership of a decision ,plan or goal,or if he or she is uncertain
and needs fresh ideas from qualified team mates.It is not best choice in an emergency situation;when
time is of essence for another reason or when team mates are not informed enough to offer sufficient
guidance to the leader.

Followership

Followership refers to a role held by certain individuals in an organization,team or group.Specially,it is
the capacity of an individual to actively follow a leader.Followership is the reciprocal social process of
leadership.The study of Followership is integral to a better understanding of leadership as the success
and failure of groups,organizations and teams is not only dependent on how will a leader can lead,but
also on how will the followers can follow specifically.Followers play an active role in successes and
failures of the organization,group and team.Effective followers are individuals who are considered to be
enthusiastic,intelligent,ambitious and self reliant.The emergence of the field of Followership has been
attributed to the scholar Robert Kelley.

Kelley described 4 main qualities of effective followers which includes :

1.Self-management : It is important that followers manage themselves well as leaders are able to
delegate tasks to these individuals.

2.Commitment : This refers to an individual being committed to the goal,vision or cause of a
group,team or organization.

3.Competence : It is essential that individuals possess the skills and aptitude necessary to compile
the goal or task for the group,team or organization.

4.Courage : Effective followers hold true to their beliefs and maintain and uphold ethical stan-
dards,even in the face of dishonest or concept superiors.

Kelley identified two underlying behavioural dimensions that help identify the difference between
followers and non-followers. The first behavioural dimension is whether or not the individual is an
independent, critical thinker. The second dimension is whether or not the individual is active or
passive. From these dimensions, Kelley has identified five followership patterns, or types of followers:

1.THE SHEEP : These individuals are passive and require external motivation from the leader.
These individuals lack commitment and require constant supervision from the leader.

2.THE YES PEOPLE : These individuals are committed to the leader and the goal (or task) of
the organization (or group/team). These conformist individuals do not question the decisions
or actions of the leader. Further, yes-people will defend adamantly their leader when faced with
opposition from others.
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3.The PRAGMATICS : These individuals are not trail-blazers; they will not stand behind con-
troversial or unique ideas until the majority of the group has expressed their support. These
individuals often remain in the background of the group.

4.The ALIENATED : These individuals are negative and often attempt to stall or bring the group
down by constantly questioning the decisions and actions of the leader. These individuals often
view themselves as the rightful leader of the organization and are critical of the leader and fellow
group members.

5.The STAR FOLLOWERS : These exemplary individuals are positive, active, and independent
thinkers. Star followers will not blindly accept the decisions or actions of a leader until they
have evaluated them completely. Furthermore, these types of followers can succeed without the
presence of a leader.

Leadership in a crisis

Leadership in a crisis situation is very different from leadership in a time of normal condition.On the
surface,the 5 practices may not seem to apply to the world turned upside down.But basically,all leaders
in government and industry would find the tools useful and provide the foundation for responding to
and recovering from any crisis.

The organizational operating models that provide the baseline for a smooth running enterprise
during normal times evaporate during a crisis,throwing the leadership into a morass of uncertainty and
chaos.But the chaos can be managed successfully if its impacts are understood

1.Tension and Stress : In any crisis,leaders are thrust into a stressful and tense environment that
puts them under enormous psychological ,mental and physical strain.Even the most minor deci-
sion made under these circumstances can result in catastrophic impacts.

2.Speed : Everything may initially happen at a warp speed,giving little time for thoughtful consid-
eration and consult.

3.Personal : The right people may not be available in response to the crisis.resulting in untrained
and inexperienced leaders being called upon,to step into the chaos. Without the right people the
organization will stumble in normal times ,but during crisis the problems are actuated exponen-
tially.

4.Organization : Business and governments are necessarily organized to handle crisis .In fact ,the
organizational hierarchy may be a hinderance to response and recovery.The flexibility to adapt
the organization to the situation is critical to success.

5.Stakeholders : The list of stakeholders will rapidly expand.

6.Communication : The normal channels of communication may not be operative or may be over-
loaded,requiring new channels and protocols that must be quickly mastered.

7.Media : The leader in crisis has the media spotlight suddenly amplified,all waiting to report and
find fault.
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8.Simplicity : Simplicity is a key in crisis.

Understanding the impact a crisis has on leader is critical to stepping up to the podium as an
instructor or facilitator.The following lessons can help you prepare:
1.Experiential
2.Do your homework
3.Case studies

Crisis Management

Crisis management is the process by which an organization deals with a major event that threatens
to harm the organization, its stakeholders or the general public. The study of crisis management
originated with the large scale industrial and environmental disasters in the 1980s.It is considered
the most important process in public relations. Three elements are common to a crisis 1) Threat to
organization 2) Elements of surprise 3) Short decision time It is a situation based management system
that includes clear roles and responsibilities and process related organizational requirements. The aim
of crisis management includes a number of consequent steps from the understanding of influence on
the crisis on the corporation of preventing, alleviating and overcoming the different types of crisis. It
consists of different aspects including 1) Methods used to respond to both the reality and perception of
crisis. 2) Establishing matrices to define what scenarios constitute a crisis and should trigger necessary
response mechanisms. 3) Communications that occurs within the response phase

Stakeholder Management

It is critical component to the successful delivery of any project, programme or activity. A stake-
holder is any individual, group or organization that can affect, be affected by, or perceive itself to
be affected by a programme. Effective stakeholder management creates positive relationships with
stakeholders through appropriate management of their expectations and agreed objectives. It is a pro-
cess and control that must be planned and guided by underlying principles; stakeholder management
within businesses, organizations or projects prepares a strategy utilizing information gathered during
following common processes. Stakeholder identification The first step in your stakeholder analysis is
to brainstorms who your stakeholders are, as a part of this, think of all the people who are affected
by your work ,who have influence or power over it, or have an intersection its successful or unsuc-
cessful completion . Therefore, stakeholder management includes four steps. 1) Identify, recognize
and acknowledge stakeholder. 2) Determine their influence and interests. 3) Establish communication
management plan. 4) Influencing and engaging stakeholder
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Implications Of National Culture In Leadership And Multicultural
Leadership

What is culture?

Culture can be defined as the entire set of social norms and responses that dominate the behaviour of
a population. It is a conglomeration of beliefs, rules, institutions and artifacts that characterize human
population. It is transmitted by symbols, stories and rituals over generations.

• Language

• Religion

• Communication

• Social structure

• Values and attributes

Implications of culture on leadership

Contextual differences in culture affect the way you approach situations such as decision making,
problem solving, and negotiating. The extend of contextual differences range from high context cultures
like the Japanese and Chinese to low context cultures like German or Scandinavian. Also the extend
of impact due to contextual differences depends on the domain; ranging from high impact regions like
human resources to low impact topics like finance.

(A) Impact of culture in decision making:

• In lower context cultures focus is on quick efficient solutions. Agreement is arrived at on main
points and details are worked out later.

• In higher context cultures, details are important and the decisions take their time

(B) Impact of culture in problem solving:

• Lower context cultures support open disagreements.

• High context cultures avoid confrontation and debate

(C) Impact of culture in negotiations:

• In low context cultures, they are viewed impersonally and focus is on economic goals.

• High context cultures emphasize relationships and sociable atmosphere while negotiating

We normally face leadership problems while dealing with different cultures due to some assumptions
that we make like We are alike! I do not have to worry about anything! Or We may be different, but I
would like to lead them the way I know and want!. A change in this perception is required in leading
in this multicultural world of today.
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Multicultural Leardership

In the new border less economy, culture doesnt matter less; it matters more. Leadership in global
organizations is a clear instance of this. Leaders in these organizations represent various cultures and
they deal with clients, government representatives, partners and teams representing various different
cultures. This multiplicity of cultures shapes and defines the expectations and experiences of what
leadership is and needs to be.We should be able to embrace more than one leadership model. Rather
than a set of competencies and approaches it needs to viewed through different lenses and perspectives.

EXAMPLE: To be described as decisive in US a leader has to make quick approximate decisions,
in France a more deliberate and precise approach is expected.The leader should be able to:

• Build on cultural experience

• Use wisdom of group

• Adapt to people you work with

The leader should have knowledge on how leadership is applied in different settings and cultures.
They must be anthropologists and collect culturally relevant information and interpret with respect
to situations and individuals. A leader must be true to ones culture and develop a style based on
own background and add new competencies as appropriate. Redirection could be an important tool.
It involves shifting focus from primarily structured approaches for specific competencies to rational
learning approach based on actual context. Exploring western , eastern and indigenous leadership
approaches will help in understanding the situation present and in developing a frame of reference for
considering options.

Essential leadership skills in a multi cultural environment are:

• Self awareness

• Understanding cultural stereotypes

• Increasing self assurance

• Looking at the bigger picture

• Creating a vision and being able to sell it

• Developing a global mindset

• Building effective communication skills

• Searching for and utilizing available resources

• Creating appropriate motivational techniques

• Taking social responsibility seriously
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TYPES OF LEADERSHIP

Types Of Leadership And Leadership Traits

Leadership style refers to the behaviour of leaders. It is the behavioural pattern that a leader
reflects in his role, as a leader. Leadership style is the result of leaders’ philosophy, personality,
experience and value system.
Types of leadership styles are following:

Autocratic Leadership

The autocratic leader gives orders which be insists shall be obeyed. Autocratic leader makes his
subordinates act as he directs and does not permit them to influence his decision. He assume that
people basically dislike work and are working for mony. So he tights control and supervision over his
subordinates.

He detemines policies of group without consulting them and does not give detailed information
about future plans. He tells the group what immediate step they must take. In this style all decisions
making power is centralized in the leader.
This styles obeys managers to make decision alone without the input from others.

Advantages

• It permits quick decision making.

• It provides strong motivation and satisfaction to the leader.

• Less competent subordinates are needed at leader level.

• This may yeild as positive when great speed of work is required.
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Disadvantages

• It leads to frustration and conflicts among the subordinates.

• Subordinates hesitate to take responsibilities and intiatives.

• The full potential of subordinates could not be utilised.

• Subordinates get no opportunity for development.

Participative or Democratic Leadership

A democratic leader is one who gives order after consulting the group and with the acceptance of
the group. The leader never asks people to do things without sketching out the long term plans on
which they are working. He participates in the group as member and makes it clear that praise or
blames is a matter for the group. Participative manager decentralises managerial authority. He
exercise control mostly by using forces within the group.

Advantages

• It increases the acceptance of management’s ideas.

• It improves the attitude of employees towards their job and the organization.

• It increases the co-operation between the management and employees.

• It leads to the reduction in the no. of complaints and grievances.

• It increases the morale of the employees.

Disadvantages

• Democratic style is time consuming and may result in delay in decision making.

• It may not yield positive results when subordinates perform minimum interaction with leader.

• Subordinates may feel frustrated when they are not consulted.

• Leaders may interpret consultation as a sign of incompetance.

Free rein or Laissez Fair Leadership

When a leader leaves the group entirely to itself it is called a free rein leadership. Such type of
leader is represented by the chairman of the group who does not manage but leaves responsibilities
for most of the work to his subordinates. The free rein leader avoids power. He depends largely upon
the group. The gropu establishes it own goals and work out its own problems. Group member work
themselves and provide their own motivation.

Advantages

• Positive effects on job satisfaction.
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• It increases the morale of the employees.

• Scope of development of subordinates.

• Full utilisation of potential subordinates.

Disadvantages

• Subordinates do not get the guidance and support of the leader.

• It ignore the leader’s contribution.

• Subordinates may move in different direction.

Paternalistic Leadership

Under this style the leader assumes that his function is paternal or fatherly. His attitude is that of
treating the relationship between the leader and his group as that of family with the leader as the
head of the family. He works to help, guide, protect and keep his followers happily working together.

Positive and Negative Leadership

The positive leadership is based mainly upon reward, incentive and possible gain in the followers.
The subordinates directs their energy towards the goals prescribed by the leader. This style stresses
the necessity for integration of goals and objectives.

The negative leadership is characterized by the leader using fear and force while directing his
subordinates toward organisational goals.This type of leadership heavily applies control and use of
formal authority.

LEADERSHIP TRAITS

Raymond Cattell, a pioneer in the field of personality assessment, developed the Leadership
Potential equation in 1954. This equation, which was based on a study of military leaders, is used
today to determine the traits which characterize an effective leader.
The traits of an effective leader include the following:

• Emotional Stability Good leaders must be able to tolerate frustration and stress. Overall
they must be well adjusted and have the psychological maturity to deal with anything they are
required to face.

• Dominance Leaders are often times competitive and decisive and usually enjoy overcoming
obstacles. Overall, they are assertive in thinking style as well as their attitude in dealing with
others.

• Enthusiasm Leaders are usually seen as active, expressive, and energetic. They are often very
optimistic and open to change. Overall, they are generally quick and alert and tend to be
uninhibited.
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• Conscientiousness Leaders are often dominated by a sense of duty and tend to be very
exacting in character. They usually have a very high standard of excellence and an inward
desire to do one’s best. They also have a need for order and tend to be very self-disciplined.

• Social boldness Leaders tend to be spontaneous risk-takers. They are usually socially
aggressive and generally thick-skinned. Overall, they are responsive to others and tend to be
high in emotional stamina.

• Tough-mindedness Good leaders are practical, logical, and to-the-point. They tend to be low
in sentimental attachments and comfortable with criticism. They are usually insensitive to
hardship and overall, are very poised.

• Self-assurance Self-confidence and resiliency are common traits among leaders. They tend to
be free of guilt and have little or no need for approval. They are generally secure and free from
guilt and are usually unaffected by prior mistakes.

• Compulsiveness Leaders were found to be controlled and very precise in their social
interactions. Overall, they were very protective of their integrity and reputation and
consequently tended to be socially aware and careful, abundant in foresight, and very careful
when making decisions or determining specific actions.

Overall, Leaders are larger than life in many ways. Personal traits plays a major role in
determining who will and who will not be comfortable in leading others. However, it is important to
remember that people are forever learning and changing.

Leadership Styles

Introduction

Leadership style refers to the behaviour of leaders.It is the behavioral pattern that a leader deflects in
his role,as a leader.Leadership style is the result of leaders philosophy,personality,experience and value
system.There are different styles of leadership.The prominent six types are :

The Pacesetting Leader

A pacesetting leader expects and models excellence and self-direction.If this style were summed up in
one phrase,it would be ”Do as I do now”.The pacesetting style works best when the team is already
motivated and skilled,and the leader needs quick results. Used extensively,however,this style can
overwhelm team numbers and squelnch innovation.

The Authoritative Leader

An authoritative leader mobilizes the team towards a common vision and focuses on end goals,leaving
the means up to each individual.If this style were summed up in one phrase,it would be ”Come with
me”.The autoritative style works best when the team needs a new vision because circumstances have
changed or when explicit guidance is not required.Authoritative leaders inspire an entrepreneurial spirit
and vibrant enthusiasm for the mission.It is not the best fit when the leader is working with a team of
experts who know more than him or her.
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The Affiliative Leader

An affiliative leader works to create emotional bonds that brings a feeling of bonding and belonging
to the organisation.If this style were summed up in one phrase,it would be ”People come first”.The
affiliative style works best in time of stress,when teammates need to heal from a trauma,or when the
team needs to rebuild trust.This style should not be used exclusively,because a sole reliance on praise
and nurturing can foster mediocre performance and a lack of direction

The Coaching Leader

A coercive leader demands immediative compliance.If this style were summed up in one phrase,it would
be ”Do what I tell you”.The coercive style is most effective in time of crisis,such as in a company
turnaround or a takeover attempt,or during an actual emerging like a tornado or a fire.This style can
also help control a problem team mate when everything else has failed.However,it should be avoided
in almost every other case because it can alienate people and stifle flexibility and inventiveness

The Democratic Leader

A democratic leader builds consensus through participation.If this were summed up in one phrase,it
would be ”What do you think ?”.The democratic style is most effective when the leader needs the team
to buy into or have ownership of a decision,plan or goal, or if he or she is uncertain and needs fresh
ideas from qualified team mates.It is not the best choice in an emerging situation,when time is of the
essence for another reason or when team mates are not informed enough to offer sufficient guidance to
the leader.

VUCA Leadership

The V in the VUCA acronym stands for volatility. It means the nature, speed, volume, and magnitude
of change that is not in a predictable pattern. Volatility is turbulence, a phenomenon that is occurring
more frequently than in the past. The BCG study found that half of the most turbulent financial
quarters during the past 30 years have occurred since 2002. The study also concluded that financial
turbulence has increased in intensity and persists longer than in the past.Other drivers of turbulence in
business today include digitization, connectivity, trade liberalization, global competition, and business
model innovation. The U in the VUCA acronym stands for uncertainty, or the lack of predictability
in issues and events. These volatile times make it difficult for leaders to use past issues and events as
predictors of future outcomes, making forecasting extremely difficult and decision-making challenging
The C in VUCA stands for complexity. As HR thought leader John Sullivan notes , there are often
numerous and difficult-to-understand causes and mitigating factors (both inside and outside the orga-
nization) involved in a problem. This layer of complexity, added to the turbulence of change and the
absence of past predictors, adds to the difficulty of decision making. It also leads to confusion, which
can cause ambiguity, the last letter in the acronym. Ambiguity is the lack of clarity about the meaning
of an event, or, as Sullivan writes, the causes and the who, what, where, how, and why behind the
things that are happening (that) are unclear and hard to ascertain..Col. Eric G. Kail defines ambigu-
ity in the VUCA model as the inability to accurately conceptualize threats and opportunities before
they become lethal.. A symptom of organizational ambiguity, according to Kail, is the frustration
that results when compartmentalized accomplishments fail to add up to a comprehensive or enduring
success
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VUCA Prime

The VUCA model identifies the internal and external conditions affecting organizations today. The
VUCA Prime was developed by Bob Johansen, distinguished fellow at the Institute for the Future and
the author of Leaders Make the Future : Ten New Leadership Skills for an Uncertain World . Johansen
proposes that the best VUCA leaders are characterized by vision, understanding, clarity, and agility
- the flips to the VUCA model. The VUCA Prime can be seen as the continuum of skills leaders can
develop to help make sense of leading in a VUCA world. HR and talent management professionals can
use the VUCA Prime as a skills and abilities blueprint when creating leadership development plans. In
the VUCA Prime, volatility can be countered with vision because vision is even more vital in turbulent
times. Leaders with a clear vision of where they want their organizations to be in three to five years
can better weather volatile environmental changes such as economic downturns or new competition
in their markets, for example, by making business decisions to counter the turbulence while keeping
the organization’s vision in mind. Uncertainty can be countered with understanding, the ability of a
leader to stop, look, and listen. To be effective in a VUCA environment, leaders must learn to look
and listen beyond their functional areas of expertise to make sense of the volatility and to lead with
vision. This requires leaders to communicate with all levels of employees in their organization, and
to develop and demonstrate teamwork and collaboration skills. Complexity can be countered with
clarity, the deliberative process to make sense of the chaos. In a VUCA world, chaos comes swift and
hard. Leaders, who can quickly and clearly tune into all of the minutiae associated with the chaos,
can make better, more informed business decisions. Finally, ambiguity can be countered with agility,
the ability to communicate across the organization and to move quickly to apply solution. Vision,
understanding, clarity, and agility are not mutually exclusive in the VUCA prime. Rather, they are
intertwined elements that help managers become stronger VUCA leaders. VUCA leaders must have
foresight to see where they are going but must also remain flexible about how they get there. They
must be self-aware about their strengths and weaknesses as leaders, adaptable, open to change, and,
according to the Center for Creative Leadership, knowledgeable about their organization beyond their
function. Finally, they must work collaboratively and be excellent communicators to thrive in a com-
plex VUCA environment. Above all, VUCA learners must be able to learn fast because change is
constant. These skills and abilities are a far cry from the more function-specific skills and abilities
leaders needed in the past to succeed. HR and talent management professionals must refocus their
leadership development efforts to hone these more strategic, complex critical-thinking skil

Transformational and Transactional Leadership

Transformational Leadership

Transformational leadership is a style of leadership where a leader works with subordinates to identify
needed change,creating a vision to guide the change through inspiration, and executing the change
in tandem with committed members of a group.Transformational leadership serves to enhances the
motivation,morale and job-performance of followers through a variety of mechanisms,these include
connecting the followers sense of identity and self to a project and to the collective identity of the
organization,being a role model for followers in order to inspire them and to raise their interest in the
project; challenging followers to take greater ownership for their work,and understanding the strengths
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and weakness of followers with tasks that enhance their performance.
The term ”Transformational leadership” was coined by a sociologist James.V.Downton in 1973.Lead-
ership expert James Burns defined transformational leaders as those who seek to change existing
thoughts, techniques and goals for better results.Burns also described transformational leaders as
those who focus on the essential needs of the followers style requirements.
Here are some of the characteristics of transformational leaders: Very well-organized and expect their
followers to be creative.
Team-oriented and expect that followers will work together to create the best possible results.
Respected,and in turn respects followers.Acts as coach of the team.He or she provides training and
motivation to reach the desired goals.
Responsible for their team,but also instils responsibility into team members.
Engenders respect through rapport and a personal influence.

Benefits of Transformational leadership

One of the best users of this leadership style is in an organization that is outdated and requires serious
retooling.It is also a perfect match for a small company that has big dreams and wants to change and
adapt to get there.In both of these examples,the board of the directors can bring in a transformational
leader who will change the current workers to buy into the new direction.

Transactional leadership

Transactional leadership focuses on results,conforms to the existing structures of an organization and
measures success according to that organization’s system, of rewards and penalties. Transactional
leaders have formal authority and positions of responsibility in an organization.This type of leader is
responsible for maintaining routine by managing individual performance and facilitating group perfor-
mance.This type of leaders sets the criteria for their workers according to previously defined require-
ments.Performance reviews are the most common way to judge employee performance.Transactional or
managerial, leaders work best with employees who know their jobs,and are maintained by the reward
penalty system.The status of an organization is maintained through transactional leadership.

History

Transactional leadership theory is based on the idea that managers give employees something they
want in exchange for getting something they want.It posits that workers are not self motivated and
require structure,instruction and monitoring in order to complete tasks correctly and on time.
The transactional leadership style was widely used after World War II in the United States.This was
a time when government concentrated on rebuilding and required a high level of structure to maintain
national stability.
In the 1980s and 90s,researchers including Bernard.M.Bass,Jane Howell and Bruce Avolio defined the
dimensions of transactional leadership.

Transactional Leadership Style

Focused on short term goals
Favor structured policies and procedures
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Thrive on following rules and doing things correctly
Revel in efficiency
Very left- brained
Tend to be inflexible
Opposed to change

Transactional v/s Transformational leadership

Transactional leadership reacts to problems as they arise, where as transformational leadership is more
likely address issues before they become problematic Transactional leaders work within existing an
organizational culture, while transformational leaders emphasize new ideas and thereby ”transform”
organizational culture. Transactional leaders reward and punish in traditional ways according to or-
ganizational standards; transformational leaders attempt to achieve positive results from employees
by keeping them invested in projects, leading to an internal, high order reward system. Transactional
leaders applied to the self interest of employees who seek out rewards for themselves in contrast to
transformational leaders, who appeal to group interests and notions of organizational success Trans-
actional leadership is more akin to the common notions of management, whereas transformational
leadership adheres more, closely to what is colloquially reflected to a leadership.

Making Of Leader

According to John.C.Maxwell,the making of a leader involves going through five level or stages in
sequence.those who reach the higher level shall evolve or transform themselves by first being in the
lower levels.The levels and hierarchy are illustrated in the below figure.

First Level :Position

positional leader is the lowest rung.A leader at this level wields his power and influence only by his
titular position or hierarchy rank.In short leader by title.If such leader is devoid of his title he ceases
to have any influence at all. such leader depend on authority, rules and control to get things done.
positional leaders tend to devalue their subordinates by not believing them.they will not have the big
picture.

Second Level :Permission

once the positional leaders decide to reach out to people,they reach the next level.this level depends on
relationships. the second level leader opens up channel of communication. he empathizes with people,
builds trust and values the contribution of each individual.he will not push hard to meet deadlines.he
nurtures a sense of belongings and a sense of responsibility in the organization.the subordinates will
be willing to work hard to live up to his trust in them. while the first level leaders make the work
environment positive.
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Third Level :Production

once the leader has the position and the right attitude towards people,then they have to make things
happens. a production level leader gets results.people follow him not only because they like him but
also because of his contributions to the organization. a production level leader transform his people
into a team, takes them forward , has his sight on important goals and most importantly attain them.

Fourth Level :People Development

After nurturing good relationships and getting creditable achievements, the next stage is to create
new leaders.at this level , leaders invest in their followers and develop them into leaders so that the
growth and momentum becomes sustained.this level leaders force on inspiring people to rise up to their
true potential.a selfless disposition , a passion for mentoring and a high level maturity are needed for
this. leaders , in way reproduce themselves.

Fifth Level :Pinnacle

This is the highest level in the evolution of a leader.here ,the leader creates a legacy and often,his
or her influence transcends the organization. he becomes an icon. people follow him because of what
he represents.he enables other leaders to become level four leaders.he often exemplifiers the cherished
virtues and his very presence will make the impact gain.
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Formulate Leadership

The word ’formulate’ means to create.the making of leadership has been already discussed.now lets
see some of the leadership quality or what constitute leadership.there are some key qualities that every
good leader should possess, and learn to emphasis and they are,

• HONESTY

• DELEGATE

• COMMUNICATION

• CONFIDENCE

• COMMITMENT

• POSITIVE ATTITUDE

• CREATIVITY

• INTUITION

• INSPIRE

• APPROACH

• COURAGE

• TEAM BUILDER

• VISION

• INTEGRITY

Few of the important qualities are explained below.

Honesty

Great leaders create an organizational culture built on these two core values and hold all employees
accountable to them. without honesty and integrity as fundamental cornerstones of an organization
, they will rarely succeed long term.and creating such a culture starts at the top of the organiza-
tion.everyone watches the leader and takes their cues as to what is acceptable behaviour.
effective leaders must also be trustworthy,they are recognized for always telling the truth and for
practising the highest standards of ethical conduct.good leaders really admit their mistakes.although
difficult to do, this shows they are honest and can be trusted. they should have the best interests of
the company in mind rather than their own personal gain.they hold themselves accountable for their
actions and decisions.transparency is also important. sharing both the bad and the good creates deeper
trust and respect.
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Communication Skills

Great leaders do not have to be great orators persuasive . they can speaks and write to the audience’s
level,focusing on what’s in for me. they communicate in a way that generates buy-in and willing
follower.because if you can’t succeed in doing those two things, you can not effectively lead.leaders
should have the ability to advance their idea in a logical and understandable way to all levels of the
organization possible for a leader with good communication skills.
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Courage And Confidence

To have courage requires confidence.The best leaders are very confident in themselves and their
ideas.which allow them to be decisive. great leaders have the ability to make tough decisions and are
willing to take risks, even when conventional wisdom would dictate otherwise.they must be willing to
stand alone if they believe in their convictions.that is directly related to their visionary skills, strategic
thinking and their self confidence.they are also able to recognize when they need the experience or
knowledge of others and are not afraid to admit it.

Vision

Outstanding leaders see the whole picture and do not get too focused on specific tasks or initia-
tives.they have deep knowledge of related industries/organization and are seen as strategic thinkers.they
often have strong network and consistently identify important trends early in their life cycles.

Inspire

Creating a business often involves a bit of forecasting.especially in the beginning stages of a start-up,
inspiring your team to see the vision of success to come in vital. make your team feel invested in the
accomplishments of the company.whether everyone owns a piece of equality, or you operate on a bonus
system,generating enthusiasm for the hard work you are all putting in is so important.being able to
inspire your team is great for focusing on future goal. when you are all mired deep in work ,morale is
low,and energy levels are fading ,recognize that everyone needs a break now and then. acknowledge
the work that everyone has dedicated and commend the team on each of their efforts.it is your job to
keep spirits up and that begins with an appreciation for hard work.
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